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Listening to a distant speaker at a sem-
inar, enjoying the company of friends 
at a busy restaurant or watching a TV 
show – Domino delivers speech with 
incredible detail. Directly in your ears 
and down to the last syllable.
Packed with the latest digital technol-
ogy, it’s still surprisingly easy to use. 
Domino – brings out the details.
bellman.se/us/audio
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Special offer extended until June 30, 2011 or while supplies last. Quality of Sweden

Domino is a hearing system that works 
together with your hearing aids to 
deliver every word in its natural essence 
– even in the toughest listening 
situation. It’s the perfect choice in 
circumstances where  your hearing aids 
just aren’t enough.  

When was the last time you heard 
music and speech the way it’s meant 
to sound?
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In this issue of Hearing Health, 
we bring you our annual look at 
summer camps for children who 
are deaf or hard of hearing. 

To give you an idea of the wonderful range of options for your kids this 
summer, we profile four camps around the country (see page 14). Our online 
directory of camps—available exclusively at www.drf.org/magazine/camps—
is a comprehensive guide to about four dozen camps nationwide, detailing 
activities, age groups, fees, and contact information.

On page 20, Stefan Heller, Ph.D., speaks about his groundbreaking work 
creating inner-ear hair cells from stem cells. As part of the Hearing Restoration 
Initiative—DRF’s inaugural marketing, awareness, and fundraising campaign 
launching this year—we’re pleased to bring you this update from Heller, a two-
time DRF grant recipient. 

We also wanted to tell you about appearing in TIME for Kids, the children’s 
version of the premier newsweekly. The January cover story, about the dangers 
of noise-induced hearing loss among children, is part of our efforts to publicize 
the “It’s a Noisy Planet” campaign which we sponsor along with the National 
Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders and other agencies. 
More than 2.5 million grade-school-aged chilren received the magazine. See 
the article online at www.timeforkids.com/hearing, and catch up with all of 
DRF’s education efforts and more on page 6.

And we’re very excited about our move to new offices! Still in New York City, 
we’ve gained square footage while cutting rent expenses. Please find us at:

Deafness Research Foundation 
363 Seventh Avenue, 10th Floor  
New York, NY 10001-3904
Phone 212.257.6140, Fax 212.257.6139
Toll-free 866.454.3924, TTY 888.435.6104
Email info@drf.org

Finally, we want to hear from you! For a future story, please complete this 
sentence: “I knew it was time to check my hearing when...” and send it to 
editor@hearinghealthmag.com. As always, keep up with DRF on Facebook 
and Twitter and via our e-newsletter (sign up at www.drf.org/e-newsletter).

Warm regards,

Clifford P. Tallman, Jr.
Deafness Research Foundation
Chairman, Board of Directors

A publication of

Deafness Research Foundation is a tax-exempt, 
charitable organization and is eligible to receive 
tax-deductible contributions under the IRS 
Code 501 (c)(3).

Federal ID # 13-1882107.
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New York, NY 10001-3904
Phone: 866.454.3924  TTY: 888.435.6104
Email: info@drf.org
Web: www.drf.org
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DRF NEWS

We’ve Moved!
Deafness Research Foundation is very excited to 

announce that we’ve moved! On April 1 we took 
occupancy of a beautiful, sun-filled space on Seventh 
Avenue. While still in New York City, the new office 
offers more space for DRF’s growing team—and our very 
own conference room. We’re especially pleased that while 
we’ve increased our square footage substantially, our rent 
expense has actually decreased. Please find us at:

Deafness Research Foundation 
363 Seventh Avenue, 10th Floor  
New York, NY 10001-3904 
Phone 212.257.6140, Fax 212-257-6139
Toll-free 866.454.3924, TTY 888.435.6104 
Email info@drf.org

Save the Date: October 3
This fall DRF will host the 

Hearing Restoration Initiative 2011 
Summit at the New York Academy 
of Medicine in Manhattan. As a 
part of DRF’s Hearing Restoration 
Initiative, this landmark summit 
on “The Promise of Cell Regeneration” brings together 
leaders in the field to discuss how therapy for cell 
regeneration in the ear will soon be a reality. 

Speakers will include:
•  Sujana Chandrasekhar, M.D., New York Otology
•  Douglas Cotanche, Ph.D., Harvard School of Public 

Policy
•  George A. Gates, M.D., University of Washington
•  Andy Groves, Ph.D., Baylor College of Medicine
•  Stefan Heller, Ph.D., Stanford University
•  Edwin Rubel, Ph.D., University of Washington
This event is open to the public, though registration 

will be required. Please visit www.drf.org/hri for more 
information. ASL and CART services will be provided.

DRF’s annual fundraiser, “Celebrating the Senses,” will 
be held immediately following the Summit, also at the 
New York Academy of Medicine. Guests will enjoy an 

evening of culinary delights, live entertainment, and a 
silent auction with one-of-a-kind items and experiences.

DRF joins DHHA
DRF has been elected a member of the Deaf and Hard 

of Hearing Alliance (DHHA). Based in Washington, 
D.C., DHHA focuses on federal public policy that can 
improve the quality of life for people who are deaf or hard 
of hearing, and for all people with hearing loss. Its major 
objective is to provide a forum through which relevant 
information can be shared, plans made, and actions taken 
for collaborative and mutually supportive efforts.

Advocacy Corner
Let Congress know that you support the Hearing 

Aid Assistance Tax Credit Act (HR1646), which would 
provide a $500 credit for children and people 55 and older 
who need a hearing aid. Visit www.hearingaidtaxcredit.
org to tell your local representatives you support the bill.

Given that the average cost of a hearing aid in 2008 
was $1,675 including fitting, evaluation, and post-fitting 
treatment, this assistance is crucial. More than two-thirds 
of people with hearing loss cite financial constraints as a 
core reason for why they do not use hearing aids. 

DRF’s Symposium at the 
HLAA Convention

 DRF is excited to once again be 
sponsoring the research symposium 
at the annual convention of the 
Hearing Loss Association of 
America in Washington, D.C. “The Impact of Noise 
on Hearing” will take place from 9am to noon June 17. 
Noise-induced hearing loss not only affects kids who listen 
to loud music on their MP3 devices. People who work 
in noisy environments, such as construction workers and 
members of the military, are also at risk.

The symposium will be moderated by DRF Medical 
Director George A. Gates, M.D. Speakers will include:
•  William W. Clark, Ph.D., Washington University 

School of Medicine
•  Sharon G. Kujawa, Ph.D., Harvard Medical School
•  William J. Murphy, Ph.D., National Institute for 

Occupational Safety and Health
If you will be attending the convention, please also visit 

us in the exhibit hall! Registration for the convention is 
required. For more information, see www.hearingloss.
org/convention. 

News

HEARING 
RESTORATION 
I N I T I A T I V E2011 Summit

{

LIKE DRF ON FACEBOOK

FOLLOW DRF ON TWITTER @drfnyc
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John Parsons Wheeler III, who served as president and 
CEO of Deafness Research Foundation from 1997 to 
2001, died in December 2010. While at DRF, he helped 
launch the National Campaign for Hearing Health, 
DRF’s public education and advocacy arm aimed at 
reducing noise-induced hearing loss. Wheeler, 66, 
enjoyed a long, distinguished career combining service 
in the government, private sector, and nonprofit worlds.

Known to his friends as Jack, Wheeler graduated 
from West Point in 1966, the class that suffered the 
most casualties in Vietnam and the subject of a seminal 
Vietnam War book and movie, “The Long Gray Line.” 

In Vietnam, he served as a staff officer with the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Staff. 
Decades later Wheeler became the driving force behind 
establishing the then-controversial memorial to Vietnam 
veterans, designed by Maya Lin and located on the 
National Mall in Washington, D.C.

With an MBA from Harvard and a law degree from Yale, 
Wheeler also worked as Secretary of the U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission and, among other positions 
at the Pentagon, Special Assistant to the Secretary of the 

Air Force. He was a member of the Council on Foreign 
Relations. At the time of his death he was working as a 
defense consultant on issues of cybersecurity.

As a presidential aide to President Ronald Reagan, 
Wheeler created the Vietnam Veterans Leadership 
Program, which helped connect unemployed veterans 
with veterans who could provide jobs. 

As a presidential aide to President George H.W. Bush, 
he created the Earth Conservation Corps, a community 
service nonprofit providing training and education for 
at-risk urban youths.

In addition to Wheeler’s leadership at DRF, his 
nonprofit sector work included helping launch the 
Jed Foundation to prevent college suicides, and SOAR 
(Support Our Aging Religious), a group providing 
financial support to elderly Catholic congregants. 
He acted as the first chairman and CEO of Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving from 1983 to 1987, and was the 
founding CEO of the Vietnam Children’s Fund, which 
builds elementary schools in Vietnam.

Wheeler, who lived in Delaware, is to be buried at 
Arlington Cemetery in late April.

May Is Better Hearing 
and Speech Month!

Original, two-dimensional artwork on an 8.5” x 11” sheet of paper should be mailed to DRF at 
363 Seventh Avenue, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10001-3904 and must be received by May 2, 2011. 
Artwork becomes the property of DRF. By submitting your artwork you release DRF to use it in 
various and unlimited media, including online and print. Be sure to include your name, age, 
school, and the name and email address or telephone number of a parent or guardian. One 
entry per person.

Enter the second annual Deafness Research 
Foundation (DRF) drawing contest! Noise-
induced hearing loss (NIHL) is 100 percent 
preventable. DRF is helping kids cultivate healthy 
listening habits before they get to high school 
and have already developed listening practices. 
The theme this year is “What are you doing to 
keep your hearing Safe and Sound?” Drawings 
must be received by May 2, 2011, and you can 
vote on finalists from May 9-20 at www.drf.org. 
Winners in two categories (ages 5-8 and ages 
9-13) will be announced May 23 at www.drf.org. 
See www.drf.org/drawingcontest for more details 
and official rules.

DRF NEWS

A Tribute to John Wheeler III, DRF’s Former CEO
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HEARING     HEADLINES
ANTIBIOTICS 
INEFFECTIVE FOR 
EAR INFECTIONS

Using antibiotics to treat 
newly diagnosed acute ear infections 
in children has been shown to be 
only modestly more effective than 
no treatment at all. And there’s a 
trade-off: the risk of side effects. The 
research, published last November in 
the Journal of the American Medical 
Association (JAMA), also finds no 
evidence that newer, name-brand 
antibiotics work any better than less 
expensive generic brands.

Acute ear infections are currently 
the most common childhood illness 
in the United States for which 
antibiotics are routinely prescribed. 
“Our findings reinforce the existing 
knowledge that the best antibiotic 
treatment for common childhood 

ear infections may be no antibiotic 
treatment at all,” says Tumaini R. 
Coker, M.D., lead author of the 
RAND Corporation study and a 
pediatrician at Mattel Children’s 
Hospital UCLA. “Prescribing 
antibiotics early may help cure ear 
infections a little bit faster, but also 
raises the risk that children will suffer 
antibiotic-related side effects such as 
a rash or diarrhea,” Coker says.

BATS GIVE CLUES 
TO HOW HEARING 
WORKS

Even against a steady 
barrage of background noise, our 
brains somehow know what sounds 
we should focus on. A study of 
mustached bats conducted by Bridget 
Queenan, a doctoral candidate 
in neuroscience at Georgetown 

University Medical Center, may help 
us understand how and why.

Queenan focused her work 
on bats because of their unique 
auditory process. “Humans operate 
predominantly by sight so a huge 
portion of our brain is devoted to 
vision processing,” Queenan says. 
“Bats, however, operate by sound.”

Her study of bats’ brains found 
some neurons that seem to “shush” 
other neurons when relevant 
communication sounds come in. 
Other neurons seem to know to yell 
louder to report communication 
sounds over the presence of 
background noise. Queenan, 
who presented her findings at the 
annual meeting of the Society for 
Neuroscience in San Diego last 
November, believes this process may 
also be at work in the human brain.

HEARING HEADLINES

People who have 
tinnitus hear a ringing 
or buzzing sound 

even when no external 
source of sound is present. 

This often debilitating symptom of 
hearing loss affects as many as 25 
million Americans, including at least 
10 percent of seniors and up to 40 
percent of military veterans. While 
various treatments are available, 
there is no cure. 

However, researchers from the 
University of Texas at Dallas have 
demonstrated that targeted nerve 
stimulation among rats could yield 

a long-term reversal of tinnitus. 
This condition is often a symptom 
of hearing loss, and while this 
underlying hearing loss may remain, 
alleviation of tinnitus could bring 
relief to millions in need.

Michael Kilgard, Ph.D., and 
Navzer Engineer, M.D., Ph.D., 
and other neuroscientists found 
that sounds paired with stimulation 
of the vagus nerve, which extends 
from the brainstem to the colon, 
eliminated tinnitus in rats. The 
researchers effectively retrained the 
brain to ignore the nerve signals that 
simulate ringing. “When we paired 

tones with brief pulses of vagus 
nerve stimulation, we eliminated 
the physiological and behavioral 
symptoms of tinnitus,” says 
Kilgard. The rats were monitored 
for weeks after the therapy, and the 
improvements continued.

Vagus nerve stimulation is 
currently used in humans to treat 
depression and epilepsy. With the 
help of a grant from the National 
Institutes of Health, clinical trials in 
humans are set to begin this spring. 

The study was reported this  
January in the online version of the 
journal Nature.

NEW BREAKTHROUGH TREATMENT FOR TINNITUS?
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A JOB WITH A 
BRIGHT FUTURE? 
AUDIOLOGIST

According to an annual 
survey by CareerCast.com, it’s a 
great time to be an audiologist. The 
career guidance website evaluated 
200 professions to rank the best and 
worst jobs of 2011. “Audiologist” 
ranked ninth, a dramatic rise from 
the 2010 list, which ranks audiologist 
at number 43. CareerCast.com 
defined an audiologist as someone 
who “diagnoses and treats hearing 
problems by attempting to discover 
the range, nature, and degree of 
hearing function.” The parameters 
the website used to evaluate the jobs 
included work environment, income, 
stress level, and physical demands.

So why the jump, the biggest of 
any profession from 2010 to 2011? 
Just as baby boomers are creating 
a higher demand for hearing 

professionals, “a large number of 
audiologists are hitting retirement 
age,” CareerCast.com publisher 
Tony Lee told the Financial Post. 
According to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, 36 million 
American adults have some degree of 
hearing loss, and hearing healthcare 
experts expect this number to double 
by 2030.

PROGRESS 
AGAINST AGE-
RELATED HEARING 

LOSS
Presbycusis, or age-related hearing 
loss, is one of the most common 
chronic conditions in the elderly. The 
Department of Health and Human 
Services estimates that it will affect 
28 million Americans by 2030. Two 
recent studies show advances against 
the condition.

A study published in December 

in the journal Otolaryngology-
Head and Neck Surgery reveals 
a link between low levels of folic 
acid and hearing loss in the elderly. 
The research included face-to-face 
interviews with 126 Nigerian men 
and women who were more than 60 
years old and had no known medical 
conditions at the time of the data was 
collected. Findings were conclusive: 
Low serum levels of folate were 
significantly associated with high-
frequency hearing loss in the elderly.

“Age-related hearing loss may be 
associated with poor micronutrient 
status,” says the study’s lead author, 
Akeem Olawale Lasisi, of the College 
of Medicine at the University of 
Ibadan, Nigeria. Rich food sources of 
the nutrient include leafy vegetables 
like spinach and asparagus, legumes 
like beans and lentils, and fortified 
breakfast cereals.

Research has already demonstrated 

HEARING HEADLINES

Imagine a world where even someone with hearing loss can 
make calls using a wireless phone.  Wireless CapTel by Sprint 
(a free Android App) will allow individuals the opportunity to 
make and receive calls just like anyone else, plus receive the 
support of captions.  Reconnect again with Sprint CapTel! 

Wireless CapTel ® by Sprint!

n	 Free Wireless CapTel by Sprint app provides 
word-for-word captions for your wireless 
device.

n	 Special pricing plans available.
n	 Works on 3G, 4G or WiFi service on any 

Android 2.2 (or better) device.
n	 Available in early 2011.
n	 For more information, go to sprint800.com

Wireless CapTel by Sprint is an Internet-based Relay service. Although this service can be used for emergency calling, 
such emergency calling may not function the same as traditional 911/E911 services. By using Wireless CapTel for 
emergency calling, you agree that Sprint is not responsible for any damages resulting from errors, defects, malfunctions, 
interruptions or failures in accessing or attempting to access emergency services through Wireless CapTel; whether 
caused by the negligence of Sprint or otherwise. Other restrictions apply. For details, see sprint800.com. Coverage 
not available everywhere. Sprint 4G network reaches 60 markets and counting, on select devices. Sprint 3G network 
(including roaming), reaches over 277 million people. See sprint.com for details. ©2010 Sprint. Sprint and logos are 
trademarks of Sprint. CapTel is a registered trademark of Ultratec, Inc. Other registration marks are the property of their 
respective owners.
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that severely restricting calories can 
slow several age-related disorders in 
mice, including age-related hearing 
loss. But it’s still unclear exactly why. 
Now, for the first time in mammals, 
a study has isolated a key player in 
the process: a protein called Sirt3. 
Researchers from the University 
of Florida and the University of 
Wisconsin found that when Sirt3 
is removed from mice, caloric 
restriction loses its anti-aging powers.

The findings were reported last 
November in the journal Cell. The 
effects seen in the ear were also noted 
in brain and liver tissue, indicating 
that Sirt3 may play a role beyond the 
realm of hearing health.

TRIAL IMPLANT TO 
TREAT MÉNIÈRE’S 
DISEASE

Can a vestibular implant 
stop the world from spinning? Last 
October, a 56-year-old man with 
Ménière’s disease became the world’s 
first recipient of an implanted device 
designed to stop the severe vertigo 
associated with the disease. The work 
of Jay Rubinstein, M.D., Ph.D., and 
James Phillips, Ph.D., could be good 
news for the approximately 600,000 
Americans fighting the disease, many 
of whom feel as though the world 
around them is spinning because they 
suffer from sudden attacks of vertigo.

The vestibular implant, designed at 
the University of Washington, uses 
the same technology as a cochlear 
implant. It consists of a wireless 
processor worn behind the affected 
ear, an implanted device beneath it, 
and a handheld controller. At the first 
symptoms of an attack, the patient 
can manually activate the device 
to try to restore a stable pattern of 
electrical activity in the vestibular 
nerve. If the trial is successful, 
the implant could also be used to 
treat people with balance disorders 
beyond Ménière’s disease.  

HEARING HEADLINES
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Email editor@hearinghealthmag.
com to share your parenting  

and hearing loss story.

PediatricsFAMILY VOICES

Suggestion

”“then 14 months old, it seemed 
like everyone we knew had done it 
for their kid, too. It was like being 
pregnant and suddenly noticing all 
of the other pregnant women, or 
when our daughter saw the letter T 
everywhere once she learned this was 
the first letter of her name.

A college friend told me one of 
her sons had gotten it done—twice. 
Our daughter’s teacher said both of 
her sons had gotten tubes. Even my 
husband’s boss said he’d had it done, 
three decades earlier. Hundreds of 
thousands of ear tube surgeries are 
performed each year.

The reason for the ear tubes, which 
are inserted through a tiny hole in 
the eardrum, was because my son, 
Rio, had fluid in his middle ear (otitis 

media with effusion, or OME). True, 
there had been no ear infections, but 
it had been several months and the 
fluid was not resolving on its own. 
A hearing test showed his hearing 
was being affected—his left ear was 
worse than his right.

Every month from September 
through January we went to the 
pediatrician or the ENT to recheck 
Rio’s ears. In December, the right 
ear got better, but the left ear still 
showed significant hearing loss. By 
January, there was no change.

We decided to get the tubes. 
The pediatric guidelines for OME 
management are: “If the fluid is still 
present after four to six months, 
tubes are probably needed, even if 
there is no significant hearing loss.”

But then I immediately had second 
thoughts. Despite all of the success 
stories I heard from people who had 
them done, it seemed like an outsized 
means to correct something that kids 
pretty much grow out of.

The reason children are prone 
to middle ear fluid is because their 
Eustachian tubes, which help 
equalize pressure between the middle 
ear and the atmosphere, are shorter 
and more horizontal, meaning simple 
gravity can’t help drain the fluid. 
Our ENT even said that if Rio were 
able to hold his nose and breathe out 
to clear his ears—like after landing 
in an airplane to unclog your ears—
the tubes wouldn’t be necessary. It 

seemed crazy to me that putting a 
baby under general anesthesia was 
meant to achieve the same thing as 
being able to make your ears pop.

I can understand recommending 
tubes if many ear infections (acute 
otitis media, or AOM) occur in a 
short period of time—in AOM, the 
fluid becomes infected with bacteria. 
Rio’s older sister had three over the 
course of a year, and although this 
was hardly frequent, it was an ordeal 
each time.

As a parent who was just not 
excited about my baby going through 
surgery, I made an appointment with 
a second doctor before making the 
final decision. And wouldn’t you 
know it? The ENT said he couldn’t 
find any fluid. He even checked the 
left ear twice.

Five months after it was first 
detected, the fluid had resolved on 
its own. Rio passed his hearing test. 
I was reassured to learn that having 
hearing loss in one ear for five months 
was unlikely to cause any long-term 
problems. And while the doctor was 
careful to say the fluid could return 
and—who knows—there still could 
be a need for tubes down the line, 
we’ll take this answer for now. 
Yishane Lee is the editor of this 
magazine.

The Power of

As soon as we decided to get ear tubes for our son,

A baby’s middle ear is filled with fluid that won’t go away, and his 
parents fret over whether to get ear tubes.

By Yishane Lee
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FM for Real Life 

Introducing the new 
Amigo T30/T31

Ask teachers and audiologists what they expect from FM
systems and two words are likely to pop up: Simplicity and
Reliability. Ask students the same question and they might
reply, “hear the teacher clearly”.

Amigo T30 and T31 FM educational transmitters off er these
benefi ts and more:

Keeping it simple – In-the-palm fi tting and programming 
makes PC’s and cables redundant
Hearing more speech – Broad 8.5 kHz bandwidth provides 
more high frequency speech cues
Inspiring confi dence – Status LEDs in the receiver and 
transmitter
Built to last – Robust construction withstands real life 
school settings

For more information about Amigo FM visit
www.amigofm.com or contact your hearing 
healthcare professional.

Amigo – FM made friendly!AAm
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Summer camp season is just around 
the corner, and for children who are deaf 
or hard of hearing (D/HH), opportunities 
for new experiences abound.

Looking for something traditional? 
Many summer camps offer classic camp 
activities like swimming, canoeing, 
arts and crafts, drama, and nature 
appreciation.

Does your child like science or sports? 
There’s a camp for that! Test out 
G-forces at a camp that teaches about 
space exploration, or practice your 
baseball skills at sports camp. Other 

camps allow your child to hone math 
skills, pick up lacrosse, or learn to cook.

Can’t decide? Many D/HH-focused 
summer camps offer both traditional and 
nontraditional activities, all designed 
to help campers develop confidence, 
communication and problem-solving 
skills—and of course, the long-lasting 
friendships and connections that 
summer camp is all about.

While our full list of roughly four 
dozen summer camps is online at www.
drf.org/magazine/camps, here is a 
sampling of camps around the country.

Postcards       From

Camps located all over the country  are getting ready to welcome this season’s crop of happy campers, children of all ages who are deaf or hard of hearing.
By Amy Gross
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Postcard From 
 the Northeast

Name: Clarke School’s Summer 
Adventure in Northampton, Mass.

Dates and ages: July 10-22, age 9-13

What it is: This two-week camp 
for children who are D/HH is led 
by experienced teachers of the deaf 
from the Clarke Schools for Hearing 
and Speech, which has five locations 
on the East Coast. Held at its 
Northampton, Mass., campus, the 
camp features hiking and swimming, 
field trips, and arts and crafts. The 
focus is on campers improving their 
communication skills as they learn 
from Clarke Schools alumni and 
student mentors, all of whom have 
a hearing loss. The theme for this 
year’s camp is “Science and Nature: 
The World Around Us.”

They say: “Summer camp is often a 
big step for families of children with 
hearing loss. In addition to the usual 
anxiety over a child going to a sleep-
away program, there are a host of 
other concerns: Will the counselors 
understand the assistive technologies 
my child needs? Will they know 
how to change a hearing aid battery? 
The bond the kids develop with the 
junior counselors is incredible. They 
know that the counselors understand 
what they’re going through, because 
they’ve been through it themselves.” 
—Martha deHahn, Clarke Schools 
information director

Note: A weekend camp for all 

family members is July 22-24. The 
weekend is a chance for families to 
meet one another, learn from Clarke 
professionals, and enjoy the campus 
through various planned activities.

Cost: Summer Adventure: $1,395; 
Family Weekend: $325 per family.

For more information: www.
clarkeschools.org/programs-and-
schools/summer-programs

Postcard From 
 the Southeast

Name: Deaf Space Camp in 
Huntsville, Ala.

Dates and ages: May 1-6; age 9 to 
18 (separated into three age groups)

What it is: Now in its 25th year, 
the five-day-long Deaf Space Camp 
offers about 85 students the chance 
to go on simulated space missions—
complete with “anomalies” they 
must figure out how to correct on 
the fly, such as an ill astronaut—
and experience the pull of G-forces. 
Older students scuba dive down 
to 25 feet in order to experience 
weightlessness, and use a zip line to 
experience flying through the air. 
Certified sign language interpreters 
are available. 

They say: “Not only do the children 
learn about math, science, and 

technology, it’s also a chance for 
students to interact with their peers. 
You might hear one child saying to 
another, ‘Oh, you have Waardenburg 
syndrome, too.’ They meet other kids 
like themselves.” —Amy Newland, 
camp director

Note: Children of deaf adults are 
also welcome, as are, in some cases, 
hearing siblings.

Cost: $760 to $840, which includes 
lodging and meals. There is an 
additional $30 transportation fee.

For more information: www.
spacecamp.com/deaf

Postcard From 
 the Midwest

Name: Illinois School for the Deaf in 
Jacksonville, Ill.

Dates and ages: Creative Arts Camp 
(June 19-24, grades 3-6); Sports 
Camp (June 19-24, grades 5-8); and 
the Institute for Parents of Preschool 
Children Who Are Deaf or Hard of 
Hearing (for parents, June 12-17).

What it is: Creative Arts Camp 
encourages artistic expression via 
dance, a mixed-media art project, and 
American Sign Language expression 
activities. Children attending Sports 
Camp will spend each morning 
learning specific skills for a new 

Get more information about four dozen camps all over  
the country at our online camps directory—exclusively at  
www.drf.org/magazine/camps.
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sport, such as soccer, then play the 
sport the rest of the day. Parents 
attending the Institute learn about 
communication options, language 
development, amplification, socio-
emotional development, and school 
programs.

They say:  “Parents who attend the 
Institute tell us it is a life-changing 
experience—in many cases, the most 
important week of their lives. The 
best thing they take away from it is 
simply meeting one another, making 
close relationships, and finding out 
that they are not alone.” —Leslie 
Frederick, Institute coordinator

Note: Siblings up to age 7 may attend 
the Institute with their parents to 
enjoy age-specific activities. 

Cost: $10 each; the Institute is free.

For more information: www.
morgan.k12.il.us/isd

Postcard From 
 the West

Name: Camp SignShine in Eagle 
Lake, Calif.

Dates and ages: July 17-23; age 7-19

What it is: Sponsored by the Deaf 
and Hard of Hearing Advocacy 
Resource Center (DHHARC) 
of Nevada, this camp features 
canoeing, swimming, hiking, and 
fishing, and unique extras such as 
panning for gold and advanced Lego 
construction. Camp counselors and 

staff members are skilled in sign 
language, and campers will also 
receive sign language instruction and 
participate in leadership activities. 
The camp is open to children who are 
D/HH, their siblings, and children 
of deaf adults.

They say:  “Campers, counselors-in-
training, and volunteers can easily 
communicate with one another as 
they all understand what it means to 
live with hearing loss. The children 
socialize with similar others, see 
adult role models with hearing loss, 
and learn some essential life skills.”  
—Edina Jambor, Ph.D., camp director

Note: A talent show on the last night 
finishes out the week.

Cost: $375

For more information: www.
dhharc.org/youth-events/camp-
signshine.htm
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The American Leader 
In Personal Sound 
Amplifying Products

CLEARSOUNDS ASKS: WHAT’S YOUR STORY?
We all have a story that is compilation of our life’s details, a backdrop to who we are today. This is true of 

communities, families, individuals, and businesses. Our stories are full of valuable lessons and potential ideas.
ClearSounds Communications has a story. After growing up watching and eventually working with my 

entrepreneurial parents as they developed and built a remarkable business—HITEC Group, which became one of 
the largest assistive listening device distributors in the country—I partnered with my mom to launch our own brand 
and manufacturing company, ClearSounds.

I am Michele Ahlman, president of ClearSounds Communications. I wanted to take this opportunity to personally 
explain to you why I care so much about your hearing loss and how hearing loss has affected my family. The 
emotional aspects of hearing loss make as big an impact as the physical part of losing your hearing.

I have watched my parents age, and I see how the increasing difficulty with hearing frustrates and affects 
normal communication. It can drive couples apart and distance children from their parents; what seemed like little 
inconveniences can soon become large irritants.

What makes this even more difficult is that like many of you, it wasn’t always this way. Many things can cause 
hearing loss. For my dad it was noise exposure in the military. For my grandparents it was both age and noise 
exposure working in factories. And for my aunt it was age and genetics.

Your story will be different but no less important than these. ClearSounds Communications is a women-owned 
family business that keeps families connected. And we want to hear your story. Please send us an email, fax, or 
letter to tell us your story and how assistive products have made a difference for you and your family. Our goal is 
to collect 500 inspiring stories which we will compile into a booklet with Hearing Health Magazine.

For every story collected, we will donate $1 to Deafness Research Foundation, and 
for every ClearSounds product purchased using Promo Code DRFTYS, we will donate 
a portion of the profit to DRF.  Plus, when you use Promo Code DRFTYS, we will offer 
you a 10 percent discount as our thank you.

I Hear. I Connect. I Belong. 
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Seniors

Research has shown that hearing loss can impact 
relationships at home, at work, and in social situations. 
When it reaches the point where a person acknowledges 
problems in these environments, it means that the hearing 
loss is not only affecting the person with the loss but also 
the people they interact with on a regular basis. It is at 
this point that most people seek out help. 

The availability of medical and technological options 
today allows for many choices to improve communication. 
While some individuals have hearing loss as a result 
of medical conditions and require surgical or medical 
intervention, most older adults find themselves with 
hearing loss simply as a result of aging. This type of loss is 
referred to as presbycusis. 

Presbycusis typically begins as a slight loss of hearing in 
the range of higher pitches. The loss progresses through 
the decades with most people adjusting to the changes 
as they occur. Efforts are being made to fit people 
with hearing aids in the early stages to allow for easier 
adjustment and acceptance of the devices. Manufacturers 
have developed sleek, cosmetically attractive instruments 

MANAGING HEARING LOSS

Living Well With

By Joseph Montano, Ed.D.

Whether your intention is to enjoy 
your grandchildren more or hear 
better at meetings, there are options 
for coping with age-related changes 
to your hearing ability.

 
What does it mean to “live well with hearing 

loss?” That is the question that the Ida Institute—an 
international gathering of researchers, audiologists, 
psychologists, social workers, physicians, and 
consumers—recently pondered in Denmark. This 
diverse group participated in seminars, interactive 
learning, anthropological ethnographic studies, and 
worldwide cooperative learning in order to better 
understand the journey of people with hearing loss.    
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MANAGING HEARING LOSS

Living well with hearing 
loss is a personal value 
and cannot be generically 
defined. The solution to 
hearing-loss difficulties 
can vary significantly. 

to appeal to young seniors with options such as Bluetooth 
compatibility, the ability to program for multiple hearing 
environments, vibrant stylish colors and shapes, and 
automatic signal processing.  

Hearing aids come in a variety of sizes and styles. 
Obtaining the right instruments is important and the 
decision should be made with the help of your hearing 
healthcare professional. Understanding communication 
needs is vital to successful hearing aid use. Knowing the 
patient’s social networks and communication challenges 
can help determine which features are necessary and 
worth paying for. 

For example, if a person with a hearing loss is socially 
active with a large network of friends and colleagues, and 
participates in multiple activities on a regular basis, he 
may require instruments with numerous programmable 
features. In contrast, a person who has a smaller circle of 
friends and limited activities may be helped by a more 
basic amplification system. The ultimate goal of hearing 
aids is to allow a person to function successfully in the 
listening conditions that make up their social network.

Living well with hearing loss is a personal value and 
cannot be generically defined. Everyone has their own 
definition. For some it may mean being able to have a 
conversation with grandchildren, while for others it may 
mean hearing well in theaters, at lectures, and during 
office meetings. Each individual’s needs are personal and 
the solution to their difficulties can vary significantly. 
Obtaining a hearing aid is one step and sufficient for 
some people; the next step for others is programming per 
individual communication needs. 

Hearing aids alone may not meet all of the challenges 
that hearing loss presents. Some people may need to 
consider other options. The use of hearing assistive 
technologies, with or without hearing aids, can open the 
door for many. An amplified telephone or the addition of 
a simple telephone T-coil on a hearing aid may enhance 
phone communication. The use of a service such as 
CapTel, which provides captions for phone conversations, 
can facilitate conversation with family and friends when a 
person’s hearing is too impaired to hear well on the phone. 

Other devices such as infrared and FM systems can 
enhance the hearing of the television, movies and plays, 
meetings, lectures, or religious services, allowing the person 
with hearing loss to continue to enjoy environments and 
experiences that are important to her. 

Many people seek advice and comfort from others 
with the same problems. There are many wonderful 
organizations that provide support and information 
for millions of people with hearing loss. The Alexander 
Graham Bell Association for the Deaf and Hard of 

Hearing and the Hearing Loss Association of America 
are just two national consumer organizations with local 
chapters. Meetings, organized chat rooms, local chapters, 
and conventions all provide information, support, and 
advocacy for issues relevant to people with hearing loss. 
(For more on support groups, see “Help Yourself Support 
Groups Put Hearing Loss into Perspective” in Hearing 
Health’s Spring 2009 issue, at www.drf.org/magazine.)

Although technology can often provide significant 
benefits for people with hearing loss, hearing rehabilitation 
treatment is available for those who may want to 
maximize their communication through speech reading 
and listening skills. Some individuals partake in group 
or individual training programs to learn to enhance their 
communication abilities. These services may not always 
be readily available, but there are a variety of computer-
based, at-home training programs that can be useful. 
Some are designed to help improve understanding in 
adverse listening conditions, while others focus on the 
visual characteristics of speech for lipreading training. For 
further information about these programs, contact your 
hearing healthcare professional.

While researchers and hearing healthcare professionals 
seek the treatments and technologies to help people 
with hearing loss, people every day are finding ways to 
adjust, cope, and improve the quality of their lives in the 
presence of hearing loss. Remember that it is up to the 
individual to determine what it means to “live well with 
hearing loss,” and then to take the steps that are necessary 
to reach their goals.   

Joseph Montano, Ed.D., is an Associate Professor of Audiology 
in Clinical Otolaryngology and Director of Audiology and 
Speech Language Pathology at Weill Cornell Medical College, 
New York Presbyterian Hospital, in New York City. He sits 
on the Advisory Board of the Ida Institute (www.idainstitute.
com), whose mission is to foster better understanding of the 
human dynamics associated with hearing loss, and on the 
Board of Trustees of the Hearing Loss Association of America 
(www.hearingloss.org).
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From Mice 
to Men
From Mice 
to Men
Stefan Heller, Ph.D., and his team grew cells that not 
only look but also behave like mouse inner-ear hair 
cells. Their success points to exciting developments 
for managing hearing loss—and beyond.

Stefan Heller, Ph.D., is a professor of otolaryngology and a professor of molecular and cellular biology 
at the Stanford University School of Medicine. He is also the principle investigator of Heller Lab 
in Stanford’s Department of Otolaryngology. Roughly a decade ago, Heller proposed that stem cells 
could be used to create the specialized inner-ear hair cells that are critical for our ability to hear. Unlike 
birds, fish, and amphibians, mammals cannot regenerate hair cells, so once they are lost or damaged, 
the hearing loss is permanent. Last May Heller reported in the journal Cell that he and his team 
had successfully created mouse cells that not only resemble but also behave like mouse inner-ear hair 
cells. In an interview with Hearing Health, Heller reviewed the advances his lab has made since that 
significant study.
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why mouse cells?
We explored mouse embryonic 

stem cells mainly because they are 
much easier to grow than human 
embryonic stem cells. Other labs have 
established protocols describing how 
to coax mouse embryonic stem cells 
into neurons and other cell types, 
including photoreceptors of the eye, 
so we thought mouse embryonic 
stem cells would be a good starting 
point for figuring out ways to make 

inner ear cell types, first from mouse 
cells and in the future from human 
stem cells.

In fact, in 2003 we published 
a protocol of how to create these 
cells, but it was very inefficient and 
highly time consuming. We realized 
we needed to make the cells more 
efficiently but we also wanted to 
make sure they functioned as hair 
cells. They should really look like 
hair cells and work like hair cells.

It only took us seven years. I’m 
being a little sarcastic because we 
thought it would take perhaps a year. 
This illustrates that it wasn’t an easy 
thing to do.  

how did you create the mouse 
inner-ear hair cells?

There were people in the field who 
have been working on inner-ear 
development. People may wonder 
why the study of very basic inner-
ear development is important for 
the development of therapies. I 
think it is very important because 
we learned what developmental 
biologists had discovered about how 
the ear is formed in the embryo, and 
particularly which growth factors 
and signaling pathways are involved. 
We applied that knowledge to guide 
embryonic stem cells in the test tube.

so you used as a blueprint 
what was discovered about 
inner-ear cell development?

Yes, we mimicked nature. In 2003 
we didn’t know how nature worked. 
But in the last five or 10 years there 
were pretty significant findings made 
by our colleagues about inner-ear 
cell development and we were able 
to apply that knowledge. Although 
unfortunately we are not further with 
the development of therapies, we 
have learned a lot. This is important 
because it helps to translate our 
findings toward human cells.

what are the next steps for 
your research?

There are two directions. One 
direction is to move everything to 
human embryonic stem cells. We 
are currently doing this, and we’ve 
made pretty good progress in the last 
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two years. I’m quite optimistic that 
we can reach the same stage with 
human cells as we have with mouse 
cells in the near future. There may be 
another roadblock but I hope what 
took us seven years with mice may 
take us only four years with humans.

I believe this direction is a very 
important one because you can 
apply this technology to make inner-
ear hair cell types from another 
cell called the iPS cell, the induced 
pluripotent stem cell. We plan to use 
iPS cells to generate inner-ear cells 
from patients who have a specific 
type of hearing loss.

You can generate iPS cells from 
a simple skin biopsy from patients. 
They are ethically perfectly fine—
there is no discussion about these 
types of cells as there is with 
embryonic stem cells. 

They are powerful new tools 
because, as with embryonic stem 
cells, you can turn them into any cell 
type in the body.

Let’s assume we have a human 
patient who has defective hair cells 
or who has lost hair cells because of 
a genetic defect. We would be able 
to convert skin cells from this patient 
into iPS cells, turn them into hair 
cells again, and perhaps repair the 
genetic defect or look for drugs that 
suppress the genetic defect. There is 
a huge potential for new discoveries 
and very likely also for personalized 
medicine.

can you give an example of  
this kind of medicine using  
ips cells?

There was a paper in Nature 
recently by a Stanford researcher who 
generated iPS cells from a patient 
who has a mutation in a specific 
gene, causing heart defects. He was 
able to use the heart cells generated 
from this patient to find drugs that 
were able to repair or to reduce the 
bad effect of the faulty gene. In effect 
he discovered the cure for that heart 
defect. This is really powerful stuff.

In the hearing field I think we are 
far off with this kind of specialized 
cure because heart cells are very easy 
to make from iPS cells. Pluripotent 
cells like stem cells have a default 
pathway, the direction they will go 
in even if you don’t do anything to 
them. If you don’t take care of them 
they will eventually either convert 
into neurons or into heart cells.

To make an ear cell is really a very 
different process. We need to find 
ways to derail these cells from their 
default pathway and convince them 
to do something different. It’s not 
only once but multiple times that 
you have to keep pushing them in 
the right direction, and you lose a 
lot of cells, so the efficiency is low. 
Basically we need to figure it out 
based on trial and error or by using 
developmental approaches. 

Now that we know how to do this 
with mouse cells, we will be able to 
apply our technology to human cells 
in the near future. This will open 
the door for very specific studies of 
certain causes of hearing loss—and 
hopefully how they can be cured.

what is the other direction 
for your research?

The other direction that is evolving 
is something we found when we 
tried cell transplantation in animal 
experiments. In these experiments 
we observed that the transplanted 
cells were causing tumors. This has 
been observed before with cells that 
were derived from embryonic stem 
cells. Embryonic stem cells are very 
potent, they grow well—and that 
is the problem. We are currently 
finding ways to eliminate tumors 
from growing. We are figuring out 
how we can purify the inner-ear 
cells that we generate in the culture 
dish and leave behind the non-
inner ear cells that apparently have 
tumorigenic potential.

Let’s say we start out with 100 
cells—it’s actually millions of cells 
at a time, but let’s say it’s 100. Out 
of these 100 cells, maybe 2 cells have 
the capacity to turn into an inner-ear 
hair cell. This is how inefficient it is 
now. Some of the 98 other cells that 
do not turn into hair cells still have 
the proliferative capacity that the 
original embryonic stem cells had, 
and this can become dangerous.

Personally, I am not happy doing 
animal experiments when I know 
that the outcome is very bad. We 
have currently stopped all animal 
experiments regarding transplantation 
because of the tumors.

how are you trying to 
eliminate the bad cells and 
purify the good cells?

Luckily this issue has been solved 
in other fields. People have found 

A view of hair cell–like cells made from 
mouse embryonic stem cells.

“I’m quite optimistic that we can reach the 
same stage with human cells as we have with 
mouse cells in the near future. I hope what 
took us seven years with mice may take us 
only four years with humans.”
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with hematopoietic or blood-
forming cells that the good cells and 
the bad cells present different kinds 
of proteins on their surface. You can 
use antibodies to recognize these 
different protein markers, and as a 
result sort the cells.

This is just one example of how 
we apply cell sorting to our research 
to make it more efficient. In this 
instance we are using sorting to find 
cells that are the most likely to turn 
into hair cells. Our goal is not only 
to eliminate bad cells but also to find 
the best inner-ear cells by optimizing 
at every stage of the protocol.

The protocol has multiple steps. As 
an example, say after the first step we 
have 30 percent efficiency, meaning 
that 30 percent of the cells we 
generate are correct. The second step 
has 50 percent efficiency. So overall 
that is only 15 percent. All of these 
intermediate steps need individual 
optimization so that the result at the 

end is better than 2 percent.

what other plans are on the 
horizon?

My goal is to develop a treatment 
that is not transplantation. I am 
more interested in creating a drug 
that can be applied without surgery. 
To that end, another line of research 
that we are currently pursuing is to 
use mouse and human inner-ear 
cells that we generate from stem 
cells in order to test potential drug 
candidates—in other words, to test 
on inner ear tissue that was generated 
in a test tube. 

For instance, you can test a 
drug for its potential to prevent 
aminoglycoside toxicity, or its 
potential to induce hair-cell 
regeneration. You would not need 
to use many animals because by 
generating cells in a culture dish, you 
can split them up into hundreds or 
thousands of culture dishes. You can 

do thousands of tests in an afternoon. 
I find that very powerful. I think this 
line of research can contribute to 
novel drug discoveries in the future.

I have two dogs—I love animals—
and as I mentioned before, it breaks 

The maintenance of embryonic stem  
cells in the lab.
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my heart to do animal experiments 
when we’re not at the point where 
it makes sense. Of course, animal 
experiments are critical when you 
are at the right point, since cells and 
computer models can only take us so 
far.  However, I think it’s important 
to do them when it comes to showing 
that what we have developed is 
working, but we should avoid doing 
them if there’s another way.

taking the long view, what 
are the applications for your 
research with regard to 
genetic testing?

Novel genetic technologies are 
revolutionizing medicine. This is 
happening right now and it will 
result in better healthcare for patients 
with hearing loss. 

For example, it is already possible 
to test a patient for all known hearing 
loss genes without the tremendous 
effort that was needed a couple of 
years ago. I presume that these novel 
tests will be soon on the market and 
available to the general population.

This means a doctor will be able to 
tell a patient or a parent of a child 
with hearing loss not only why there 
is hearing loss but also better predict 

the progression of the hearing loss. 
In some situations, it will help in 
making decisions as to whether a 
hearing aid or a cochlear implant is 
the most appropriate treatment.

We are just at the beginning of using 
these novel technologies. I believe 
that our future work will play a role 
in the discovery of the underlying 
principles causing human hearing 
loss that have not been researched in 
the past. About half of the hearing 
loss genes are currently undiscovered 
and it is necessary to know what the 
problems are before we can seriously 
think about curing them. 

Hearing loss is a very complex 
disorder—much more complex than 
we originally thought. But giving up 
is not an option. We will use these 
new technologies and collaborate 
with researchers and clinicians so that 
one day, a child with hearing loss will 
have better treatment options. 

—Yishane Lee, Editor

“We will be able to apply our technology to 
human cells in the near future. This will open 

the door for very specific studies of certain 
causes of hearing loss—and hopefully how 

they can be cured.”
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Herbal supplements to cure tinnitus aren’t necessarily 
bad, but the research on them is definitely lacking.  

An audiologist investigates.
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Over the past several years, there have been a number of herbal 
remedies claiming to lessen the effects of tinnitus—a ringing or 
buzzing in the ears that has no external sound source. According 

to some estimates, one in five people experiences tinnitus.

As a clinical and research audiologist, I reviewed the 
scientific literature on herbal treatments in 2004 and 
was unable to substantiate that any of the product 
manufacturers’ claims were backed by U.S. evidence-based 
research. As a former human studies researcher in the area 
of tinnitus during the 1980s, I’ve remained interested 
in this subject matter, and I recently re-examined the 
literature about supplements and their effects on tinnitus. 

My search of “tinnitus” on Medscape, an online 
database of medical journal papers, yielded 174 articles. 
However, not one of them was a scientific study on herbal 
treatments for tinnitus. On Medline, a website that 
provides medical information from the National Library 
of Medicine, 7,078 articles were cited. But when I refined 
the search terms to “herbal treatment for tinnitus,” only 
24 articles were cited, almost all of which were useless 
because they merely mentioned the word “tinnitus” or 
“herbal treatment,” but were not related to a study. 

Only one article was an actual study, and it was written 
in Chinese. Based on the abstract in English, there are 
serious flaws in the design of the study—not the least of 
which was that the study lasted only five days.

I ran an online search on the terms “herbal treatment 
for tinnitus” at the website for the New England Journal 
of Medicine. The search turned up only one result, 
unrelated to the question. Searching the same terms at 
the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) 
website led to many articles with the word “tinnitus,” 
but in the top 100 results, not a single article reported 
conducting a study of herbal treatments for tinnitus.

I believe Paolo Enrico, Ph.D., of the University of 
Sassari, Italy, and his research team aptly summed things 
up regarding herbal treatments and tinnitus in their paper 
“Antioxidants, Minerals, Vitamins, and Herbal Remedies 
in Tinnitus Therapy,” published in the journal Progress 
in Brain Research in 2007. Enrico et al. said the use of 
supplements “lacks substantial scientific support, and... 

these substances are probably not clinically effective 
either.” In addition, they stated that “in view of the 
potential harm that may occur from inappropriate use 
of CAM products [complementary and alternative 
medicines, such as herbs], physicians need to be aware of 
their principal characteristics with particular emphasis on 
toxicity and possibilities of interaction with prescription 
drugs.”

WHERE ARE THE PUBLISHED STUDIES?

I contacted two companies that offer over-the-counter 
tinnitus remedies using herbs, nutrients, or a combination. 
My question to the companies was: “What U.S. evidence-
based research is your claim based on?” 

The representative for one company told me, “We’ve 
done extensive research over five years and the product 
works.”

I asked: “Where can I find this published study?” 
She replied, “It’s not for public viewing.”
It defies common sense. If you have a proven relief 

for tinnitus, you’d want to be sharing this news with the 
world. Yet, this company could provide nothing to me 
other than a claim and their word. 

The other company I contacted said more or less the 
same thing. They admitted there was no tinnitus research 
that the company conducted to back the claim. But I was 
told that the ingredients in the bottle were effective for 
increasing blood flow, maintaining cognitive health, and 
relaxing the body.

In a 2003 JAMA study titled “Internet Marketing of 
Herbal Products,” Charles A. Morris, M.D., and Jerry 
Avorn, M.D., of Harvard Medical School concluded: 
“Consumers may be misled by vendors’ claims that herbal 
products can treat, prevent, diagnose, or cure specific 
diseases, despite regulations prohibiting such statements. 
Physicians should be aware of this widespread and 
easily accessible information. More effective regulation 
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is required to put this class of therapeutics on the same 
evidence-based footing as other medicinal products.”

BUYER BEWARE

The single most touted ingredient in some of these 
purported remedies is ginkgo biloba. My general review 
of the literature in 2004, and again in summer 2010, 
failed to uncover even one U.S. scientific study that 
supported the notion that any herbal treatment, including 
ginkgo biloba, was of any more benefit for tinnitus than 
a placebo. Even company executives of tinnitus relief 
companies could not provide the data. 

What’s more, researchers can’t even agree that ginkgo 
biloba is of benefit to other health issues unrelated 
to tinnitus. For example, in December 2009, JAMA 
published the results of a large randomized trial, the 

Ginkgo Evaluation of Memory study, which found that 
ginkgo biloba supplements had no effect on age-related 
cognitive decline.

However, quite in contrast to U.S. studies, some 
European research has shown a link between herbal 
treatments and tinnitus. This is the basis for U.S. 
product claims. The problem is that results from these 
foreign studies have not been replicated in U.S. studies, 
so the methodologies in these foreign studies should be 
challenged. 

The reason there may be no studies conducted on 
herbal treatment for tinnitus is because there are far 
stricter guidelines in the United States than in most other 
countries. We cannot know the flaws in research without 
knowing how the studies were designed, and exactly what 
the data showed (see the companion piece, “Study the 
Studies,” page 30). 

German scientist Klaus Linde and a group of other 
European researchers in 2003 reviewed clinical trials on 
herbal medicines, including their effects on tinnitus. They 
required what they felt were specific stringent methodology 
and concluded, “From a total of 79 potentially relevant 
reviews preselected in the screening process, 58 met the 

RESEARCH

The problem is that results from foreign  
studies have not been replicated in  
U.S. studies, so their methodologies  

should be challenged. 
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inclusion criteria. Thirty of the reports reviewed ginkgo 
(for dementia, intermittent claudication, tinnitus, and 
macular degeneration), hypericum (for depression), or 
garlic preparations (for cardiovascular risk factors and 
lower limb atherosclerosis). The quality of primary studies 
was criticized in the majority of the reviews.”

WHERE’S THE EVIDENCE?

Most people don’t experience side effects from taking 
ginkgo biloba, but they can include gastrointestinal 
disturbances, headaches, dizziness, intracerebral 
hemorrhage, and allergic skin reactions. Ginkgo 
functions as a natural vasodilator. It opens the blood 
vessels. For people already on vasodilators, which are 
used to treat high blood pressure, it can increase the risk 
of bleeding when, for example, used in conjunction with 
histamines, anticoagulants (like Coumadin or Warfarin), 
vitamin B3 (variations of niacin), alpha blockers (such 
as Phenoxybenzamine), antiplatelet agents (like aspirin), 
and even other herbs. 

When taking any supplements, do so under the 
supervision of a medical professional. And when searching 
for tinnitus relief, no matter the treatment, be vigilant and 

discerning; demand to see the evidence that the product 
works; and don’t throw good money away on testimonials 
alone. That’s not science.  

Trusted Websites for Medical Studies and Articles

The Journal of the American Medical Association
jama.ama-assn.org

Medline
www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus

Medscape
www.medscape.com

The New England Journal of Medicine
www.nejm.org

Richard E. Carmen, Au.D., is the publisher of Auricle Ink, 
which publishes healthcare books written by scholars in 
language consumers understand. For more information, see 
www.hearingproblems.com. He is also the technical adviser 
and on the board of the Better Hearing Institute, www.
betterhearing.org. 
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The ability to evaluate research studies can help you  
figure out which medical treatments are truly effective. 
By Roberta W. Scherer, Ph.D.

Study the Studies

Knowing what treatments work 
for any medical condition is a 
challenge for healthcare providers 
and certainly for healthcare users. 
We are bombarded by study results 
in newspapers and on the radio, TV, 
and even via Facebook and Twitter. 
Searching the Internet provides 
even more information, much of it 
overwhelming. But by becoming 
an educated consumer and learning 
how studies are designed for research, 

you can gain insight into which 
treatments are worth trying.

How Is the Study Designed? 
The first step in evaluating a 

study is to determine its design. 
How a study was conducted tells us 
how much we can trust the results. 
Some studies, although they may 
provide evidence, can’t tell us how 
effective an intervention is. Here’s 
an example: An investigator teaches 

biofeedback to people with tinnitus 
and they report improvement in 
their tinnitus symptoms. This study, 
a case series, can’t tell us whether the 
observed improvement was due to 
biofeedback, or to an improvement 
that would have happened over 
time anyway. What’s required is 
a comparison group, a group of 
people who did not receive the 
biofeedback treatment.

A case-control study is one type 
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of study that appears to include a 
comparison group. An investigator 
may have identified a group of 
people with tinnitus and compared 
those who improved within the last 
year to those who did not, finding 
that more people in the improved 
group used herbal supplements. 

But can we determine if the group 
that improved was different in some 
other important way from those 
who did not? Perhaps the group that 
improved had more severe tinnitus 
originally, or they tried additional 
supplemental therapy more often. So 
it can’t be said that improvement was 
due solely to the herbal supplements 
because it may have been the result of 
one or more factors, some of which 
we can identify, some we cannot. 
(For more on herbal supplements 
and tinnitus, see “The Skinny on 
Supplements,” page 26.)

Is Bias Limited?
To know what treatments work, we 

need to look at experimental studies. 
Experimental studies are planned 
experiments that compare the result 
of a test treatment in some study 
participants with that of a control 
treatment in other study participants 
(by using placebo or dummy pills, a 
different treatment, or no treatment 
at all), with administration of 
treatment and follow-up occurring 
concurrently. In an experimental 
study, the investigator controls the 
treatment given to a participant 
during the study. It is not chosen by 
the study participant.

Although an experimental study 
is the best type of study to evaluate 
the effectiveness of a treatment, we 
also need to examine how the study 
was done to make sure the results 
are valid. We need to determine the 
internal validity of the study—did 
the investigators design and then 
conduct the study in such a way as to 
minimize all potential sources of bias, 

or any systematic error that affects 
the size of the measured treatment 
effect? The way participants were 
included in the trial, the way the 
treatment was administered, and the 
way the effectiveness of the treatment 
was measured can all introduce bias.

How did the investigators decide 
which treatment to give to which 
participants? Was the treatment 
assigned to the participant based on 
some participant characteristic, or 
was it randomized? 

Randomizing which treatment any 
one individual receives is the best 
way scientists have of ensuring that 
the participants in one group are as 
similar as possible to the participants 
in another group, and that the only 
difference between the two groups 
is the treatment received. This then 
allows the investigators to measure 
the true treatment effect. 

Randomized controlled trials are 
experimental studies in which the 
treatment is randomly allocated to 
individuals or groups of individuals. 
They are considered the gold 
standard for testing therapies.

Randomization by itself is not 
enough, however. Suppose an 
investigator has a patient waiting to 
be randomized into a trial, but is able 
to look at the randomization list and 
sees that the next assignment is not 
the one that the investigator believes 
the patient should receive. The 
investigator may decide not to enroll 
that individual, or to enroll him or 
her at another time. It is important 
to conceal the randomization list 
from the person who is enrolling 
the participants, because bias is 
introduced when the investigator 
decides who to enroll into the trial 
or when to enroll them.  

How Is Treatment Administered?
Once treatment is assigned, it is also 

important that the study participant, 
the person delivering  the treatment, 

and the person measuring the effect 
of the treatment are unaware of the 
treatment assignment. This is called 
blinding or masking. Let us suppose 
we have a trial of ginkgo biloba and 
its effects on tinnitus. An individual 
assigned to ginkgo biloba will believe 
that he or she is “better”—the 
placebo effect—if that person knows 
he is getting the treatment. 

Conversely, individuals knowing 
they are assigned to the control 
intervention will believe they are 
not better, even if an objective 
test shows they are. If the person 
delivering the ginkgo treatment 
knows a participant is in the control 
group, then he may give her extra 
attention, more advice, or may even 
suggest additional treatments. And 
if the person measuring the effect of 
the treatment knows a participant 
has been assigned ginkgo, he may 
erroneously attribute any side effects 
to the ginkgo treatment.

Knowledge of the assigned 
treatment by the participant, 
people delivering the treatment, or 
people evaluating the study results 
may influence the perception of 
improvement, how the intervention 
is administered, and how the study 
results are measured. The risk of 
study error is minimized when as 
few people as possible know who is 
assigned to which treatment.

Did the investigators 
design and conduct  
the study in such a  
way as to minimize  
all potential sources  
of bias?
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Is the Study Analysis Complete?
In many trials, some participants 

do not complete the trial and results 
are not available. There are many 
reasons, and some are avoidable, 
such as side effects of the treatment, 
no improvement, or obtaining 
and taking the opposite treatment. 
Participants may simply fail to 
return for study visits, which is called 

loss to follow-up. If the reason the 
participant does not complete the 
trial is associated in some way with 
the study results, the estimate of the 
treatment’s effect may be incorrect. 

No matter why a participant does 
not complete the trial, or does not 
complete the treatment regimen, 
that person should be followed to the 
end of the trial as much as possible 
and included in the analysis. The 
investigators must be able to account 
for each person.

How the results were analyzed 
could also result in misleading or 
just plain incorrect results. It is 
important that all participants are 
included in the analysis and each is 
analyzed according to the original 
treatment assignment. This is called 
an intention-to-treat analysis. 

Sometimes, the participants did 
not receive the assigned treatment. 
What if some of the participants 
assigned to control decided to try 

ginkgo anyway? Should they not 
be included in the ginkgo group? 
The answer is no—they should 
be included in the control group. 
The rule is “once randomized, 
always analyze.” This includes every 
participant, regardless of whether 
a participant did not receive the 
assigned treatment, decided to drop 
out of the study, or found and took 
the opposite treatment. 

Intention-to-treat analysis is 
important because the reason a 
participant dropped out or did 
not take the assigned treatment 
may affect the measured result for 
that person. So the study results  
may underestimate the size of the 
effect of the treatment, but it will be 
a true effect.

In summary, a “good quality” 
trial has these elements: It is an 
experimental study with a concurrent 
test and control group; it has 
randomized individuals to treatment 

The risk of study error 
is minimized when as 

few people as possible 
know who is assigned  

to which treatment.
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groups; it has kept investigators 
enrolling participants unaware of 
the treatment assignment; it has kept 
participants, people delivering the 
treatment, and people measuring 
the treatment effects unaware of 
the assigned treatments; 
and it has an analysis of 
results that includes all 
participants and in 
the group to which 
they were originally 
assigned.  

Roberta W. Scherer, 
Ph.D., is an Associate 
Scientist at the Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School 
of Public Health. She has had a 15-
year association with the Cochrane 
Collaboration, now serving as the 
Associate Director of the U.S. Cochrane 
Center and the U.S. Satellite of the 
Cochrane Eyes and Vision Group. 

Evaluating the quality of research 
studies can be difficult and 

time-consuming. One 
solution is to refer 

to work by a group 
called the Cochrane 
C o l l a b o r a t i o n . 
This  international, 
n o t - f o r - p r o f i t 

organization aims 
to help people 

make good healthcare 
decisions by finding and 

synthesizing randomized trial 
results in rigorous, systematic 
reviews. As part of the process, 
expert reviewers evaluate the 
“quality” of trials. Each Cochrane 

review includes a plain-language 
summary for non-healthcare 
professionals.

Current tinnitus interventions 
that have been reviewed in the 
Cochrane Library include ginkgo 
biloba, tinnitus retraining therapy, 
cognitive behavioral therapy, 
sound therapy (masking), and 
antidepressants. In process are 
reviews on acupuncture and 
anticonvulsants. The review for 
ginkgo biloba, which included 
three trials that had a low risk of 
bias, found no effect on tinnitus.

Summaries of Cochrane reviews 
are available for free at www.
cochrane.org.

ONE WAY TO EVALUATE STUDY QUALITY

If you are interested 
in being a participant 

in a clinical trial, contact 
your local hospital or doctor, 
or consult the CHEER 
clinical research network,  

www.cheerresearch.org.
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Make peace with 
earwax. After all,  
one of its primary 
purposes is to help the 
ear clean itself.

Who knew earwax could be so useful? It was once used by seamstresses to keep 

the ends of thread from fraying. “The American Frugal Housewife,” in its 

1832 edition, suggested earwax as a solution for chapped lips. In 2009, when 

the TV show “MythBusters” attempted to demonstrate that earwax could hold a flame, 

earwax proved unable to hold a candle to genuine candles.

Stop That Swab
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So what is the real purpose of earwax? Known by 
its medical term cerumen, earwax is a coating 
which keeps water, dust, and infectious agents 

from harming the skin inside of the ear canal. It also acts 
as a lubricant to keep the skin from drying out, and it 
possesses mild antibacterial and antifungal properties.

Ideally, earwax takes care of itself. “The number one 
thing to do with regard to earwax is to do nothing. The 
ears are one of God’s great self-cleaning devices,” says 
William H. Slattery, M.D., an otolaryngologist at the 
House Research Institute in Los Angeles.

The ear cleans itself thanks to glands located in the 
outer ear canal that secrete a waxy substance. This waxy 
substance combines with dead, dehydrated skin and 
any small foreign particles, preventing them from going 
deeper into the ear canal. 

The skin of the outer ear actually moves the earwax out 
of the ear at a gradual rate of about 1 1/3 inches per year. 
So earwax in a healthy ear will periodically flake off and 
fall out—that’s what it’s supposed to do.

There are two types of earwax: wet and dry. Which type 
you have is based on your genetic makeup. 

East Asians and Native Americans generally have dry 
wax, containing 20 to 30 percent lipids, or fat, while 
Caucasians and Africans tend toward wet wax, with closer 
to 50 percent lipids. 

The color of earwax can also vary, with the dry variety 
typically gray and the wet typically brown. But the color 
can vary even between one person’s ears.

The consistency of earwax can also vary from nearly 
liquid to rock hard. Normally wax that’s been inside the 
ear canal for quite some time tends to be harder, but that 
is not necessarily problematic.

When Earwax Buildup Is a Bummer

If the ear is supposed to be self-cleaning, then why do 
many people seem to have problems with excessive 
buildup of earwax? Earwax issues are one of the top 

ear issues for primary care physicians. This is because 
many people try to address earwax buildup themselves at 
home, via over-the-counter solutions. When this doesn’t 
work, they head to the family doctor.

The main culprit causing earwax buildup is a cotton 
swab, Slattery says. “Anything you put in the ear tends 

to push the wax in farther.” Unfortunately, many people 
continue to use cotton swabs like Q-tips to try to clean 
their outer ears. 

“The most common reason we hear for this practice is 
that their mother taught them to do this,” Slattery says.

Cotton swabs are mild compared with other things 
reportedly used to clear out earwax. Michael J. Olds, 
M.D., an otolaryngologist at the Spokane Ear, Nose, and 
Throat Clinic in Spokane, Wash., lists pen caps, keys, and 
bobby pins as culprits. 

“Often this leads to an abrading of the ear canal, causing 
bleeding,” Olds says. Even worse than this sort of scraping 
is the possibility of puncturing the ear drum.

Of course, not all earwax problems are caused by 
putting cotton swabs or keys into the ear. Some people 
simply have narrow ear canals, which can prevent wax 
from exiting the ear normally. 

Hearing aid and earplug users often struggle with 
earwax buildup because the devices push wax back into 
the ear canal. 

Older people may find that the natural process of 
earwax transporting itself out of the ear doesn’t work as 
well because their ear canal skin glands often produce 
increasingly solid earwax. 

And skin conditions like eczema can mean earwax 
isn’t being shed properly, says Eric B. Leavitt, M.D., an 
otolaryngologist at Spokane Valley Ear, Nose, and Throat 
in Spokane, Wash.

Symptoms that can indicate that a person has cerumen 
impaction, or excessive earwax buildup, include an overly 
“full” feeling in the ear, pain, increasing difficulty hearing, 
tinnitus or ringing in the ear, a feeling of itchiness, a 
discharge or odor from the ear, and dizziness. And because 
earwax has protective properties, “a lack of earwax can be 
a problem too,” Olds says.

How (and How Not) to Deal

Many people buy over-the-counter ear drops, 
called cerumenolytics, such as Debrox or 
Murine, which help to loosen earwax. Olive 

oil, baby oil, a saline solution, and hydrogen peroxide can 
also be used. Often the earwax comes out on its own, can 
be dislodged by irrigation, or by gently using an ear bulb 
or syringe filled with warm water.

“The number one thing to do with regard to earwax is to do nothing. 
The ears are one of God’s great self-cleaning devices.”
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Though ear drops can cause irritation to some people, 
they are generally safe, according to Olds. 

And for those who feel they need added assistance with 
removal, he says irrigation kits are “reasonably successful” 
at removing earwax. Those who have punctured ear 
drums, however, should steer clear of such remedies and 
see a doctor for assistance.

Another remedy, called ear candling, uses a hollow, 
cone-shaped candle that is inserted into the ear canal. 
When it is lit at the other end, it theoretically creates a 
suction effect which serves to pull excess earwax out of 
the ear canal. 

“I know of people who swear by ear candling, but it’s 
not clear that it really generates much of a vacuum effect,” 
Olds says. 

It can also end up depositing candle wax in the ear 
canal, causing more problems. In fact, a 2004 study 

published in the Journal of Laryngology and Otology 
said: “The inescapable conclusion is that ear candles do 
more harm than good.” 

Researcher Edzard Ernst, M.D., Ph.D., of the Peninsula 
Medical School, Universities of Exeter & Plymouth, 
in Exeter, England, concluded: “Their use should be 
discouraged.”

Doctors will often employ ear drops and irrigation to 
remove earwax, though they also have other resources 
at their disposal, such as a curette, which is a very small 
metal scoop. 

They may also use a special microscope called an 
otomicroscope so that they can use the curette extremely 
precisely to make sure that all earwax that should be 
removed is in fact removed. This ensures that they will 
not cause damage to the ear drum or other sensitive parts 
of the ear. Gentle suction using a special vacuum is also 

The main culprit causing earwax buildup is a cotton swab. Anything 
you put in the ear tends to push in the wax more.

HEARING HEALTH
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Earwax Do’s and Don’ts
DO
•  Nothing. Ideally, the ear canal creates and gradually 

ejects earwax from the ear.
•  Wash the outside of the ear (but not the ear canal) 

with soap and water.
•  If you have excessive earwax buildup, it may help to 

put a drop of olive oil or baby oil in your ear canal 
once a week.

•  Use over-the-counter earwax removal kits only if 
your ear drum is intact.

•  See your doctor if olive oil, baby oil, or removal kits 
are not successful in removing impacted earwax, or 
if you experience pain, increasing difficulty hearing, 
tinnitus or ringing in the ear, a feeling of itchiness, a 
discharge or odor from the ear, or dizziness.

DON’T
•  Put anything smaller than your elbow in your ear, 

including cotton swabs, keys, pen caps, bobby 
pins, paper clips, or toothpicks.

•  Employ ear candling to remove earwax buildup. 
Studies have shown it to be ineffective and 
potentially dangerous to the ear canal.

sometimes used in a doctor’s office.
Some otolaryngologists and audiologists offer video 

otomicroscopy, which allows patients to see inside their 
ear canal. While it’s really only essential that the doctor 
have a good view of built-up earwax, it can be helpful in 
giving patients a greater understanding of what cerumen 
impaction looks like.

Keeping in mind that the best course of action with 
regard to earwax is to do nothing, Slattery believes that 
95 percent of earwax complaints can be solved via two 
simple steps. First, don’t use Q-Tips. Second, it may help 
to put a small amount of baby oil or olive oil in each ear 
canal once a week. 

If earwax buildup is still causing pain, hearing loss, or 
other problems, or if you believe you don’t have enough 
earwax, consult a doctor.  

Jamie Morrison is a staff writer.

HEARING HEALTH
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It has been said that Apple’s 
iPad is a game-changer 
in the technology world, 
allowing rapid development 

of technological solutions to many 
everyday problems via applications, 
known as “apps.” There are more 
than 65,000 apps available at Apple.
com’s App Store, many of which are 
free or at most a few dollars.

For those who work in the hearing 
healthcare field, these apps have 
become tools for hearing tests. 
While self-administered hearing 
tests are nothing new (think Békésy 
audiometry), apps arguably allow a 
greater level of accessibility to the 
technology. Users should be aware 
that the accuracy of each of these tests 
is not yet known, as literature has 

not yet been published to compare 
them to a gold-standard hearing test. 
Perhaps at present most appropriate 
as a screening measure, they should 
not replace a visit to a qualified 
hearing healthcare professional. 
Users may feel more comfortable 
making an appointment after trying 
them out. Here is a quick review of 
four apps for the iPad as well as the 
iPhone and iPod Touch.

dadadadaddada

APP: EarTrumpet by Praxis 
BioSciences 
COST: $2.99
WHAT YOU GET: This hearing 
application suite is meant to provide 
a hearing assessment as well as a 
means of sound amplification. It 
was created at the University of 
California, Irvine, and includes 
a “basic” and a “comprehensive” 
pure tone audiogram. The latter 
audiogram tests seven frequencies 
and takes approximately five 

Apps for Better HearingApps for Better Hearing
TECHNOLOGY

Testing your own hearing 
has become a whole lot 
easier with (mostly free) 
programs that run on the 
iPad and iPhone.

By Josef Shargorodsky, M.D., and 
Brian J. Fligor, Sc.D.
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TECHNOLOGY

minutes. The application provides 
results in a standard audiogram 
graph format, showing the hearing 
levels at each frequency. The 
application informs the user of their 
hearing ability, and then provides 
a sound amplification function, if 
needed. This consists of a volume 
amplification using the device’s 
microphone and headphones. It 
contains sound filters that allow 
adjustment to reduce background 
noise and enhance common speech 
frequencies. Although this is a very 
creative application, its accuracy still 
remains to be verified. In addition, 
the microphone and headphone 
quality of the portable devices vary, 
which can potentially provide users 
with inconsistent results.

dadadadaddada

APP: RNID Hearing Check by the 
Royal National Institute for Deaf 
People
COST: Free
WHAT YOU GET: This is an app 
version of a previously available, web-
based hearing test created by RNID, 
a U.K. organization for people who 
are deaf or hard of hearing. The app 
tests speech discrimination in the 
presence of background noise. One 
creative feature of this program is that 
prior to allowing the test to begin, 
the app uses the device’s microphone 
to test the noise level in the testing 
environment. Although it does not 
specify how loud an environment 
is acceptable, the program does not 
run when in the presence of even 
slight environmental noise. Once 
the environment is approved, the 
test consists of a voice saying three 
number combinations in the setting 
of varying levels of background 
noise. The listener has to enter the 
numbers in the space provided. The 

test takes approximately 10 minutes 
to complete, and the application 
provides a pass/fail result without 
any further information. Although 
the app description says that the test 
is scientifically verified, we could not 
locate published data supporting 
this claim.

dadadadaadada

APP: Siemens Hearing Test by 
Siemens
COST: Free
WHAT YOU GET: This app was 
designed to provide a quick (four 
to five minutes) hearing screening 
to identify people at risk for hearing 
loss, and then to direct them to 
the nearest locations that provide 
Siemens-made hearing amplification 
products. This hearing assessment 
tests speech discrimination in the 
presence of varying amounts of 
background noise. The program 
consists of a voice saying made-up 
words and asks the user to choose 
that word out of a series of words 
listed on the screen. This test is 
done against varying amounts of 
background noise. The result of 
the speech-in-noise test is given 
as pass/fail, and the user is then 
redirected to a map with nearby 
Siemens locations. This app claims 
to compare the user’s result to that 
of the “average normal listener” and 
to have been tested to be accurate. 
However, we could not identify any 
data verifying this claim.

dadadadaddada

APP: uHear by Unitron Hearing 
Limited
COST: Free
WHAT YOU GET: This app 
offers multiple hearing assessment 
modalities. The most useful feature 
is its pure-tone audiogram to test 

hearing ability. This feature is easy 
to use and moves through the 
basic hearing test efficiently, taking 
a minimal amount of time to 
complete—six minutes, according 
to the app. In addition, uHear also 
tests speech discrimination in the 
presence of background noise. The 
touch-screen dial allows the user 
to adjust the speech volume to an 
understandable level, and then the 
test adds layers of background noise. 
The app’s third feature is a survey 
containing 12 questions meant to 
determine hearing ability in common 
listening situations. Combined, the 
three hearing assessments serve as a 
screening tool to notify the user of 
the possible need to see a hearing 
healthcare professional, with a 
hearing aid center locator included. 
The app is useful and easy to use, 
but note that the results of these 
assessments have not been validated 
against a standard audiogram.   

dadadadaadada

Josef Shargorodsky, M.D., MPH, is an 
otolaryngologist at the Massachusetts 
Eye and Ear Infirmary in Boston. He 
was the lead researcher in an August 
2010 Journal of the American Medical 
Association study detailing a hearing loss 
spike among American adolescents.

Brian J. Fligor, Sc.D., is the Director 
of Diagnostic Audiology at Children’s 
Hospital Boston and an instructor in the 
Department of Otology and Laryngology 
at Harvard Medical School, in Boston. 
His publications include several studies 
on potential risk for hearing loss from 
using portable listening devices with 
headphones, as well as studies of risk 
factors associated with hearing loss 
and medical interventions, such as 
aminoglycoside administration and 
chemotherapy treatment.
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LIVING WITH HEARING LOSS

A teacher who is deaf steps out of her 
classroom and in front of the camera to 
star in a BBC drama.
By Amy Gross
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Genevieve Barr (center, both photos) plays  

Amelia Edwards, who must adjust to being  

able to hear for the first time, thanks to  

cochlear implants, in the BBC’s “The Silence.”
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A
s a former teacher, Genevieve 
Barr was used to having 
many eyes upon her in her 
classroom. But when she was 
chosen to play the lead role 

in a British miniseries called “The 
Silence,” Barr suddenly found herself 
under the scrutiny of millions of 
people watching the show.

Born deaf into a hearing family 
and diagnosed at 3 years of age, Barr 
has worn hearing aids her entire 
life. Her parents taught Barr to talk 
so she could be mainstreamed with 
hearing students. Hearing aids, says 
Barr, were the platform that enabled 
her to learn to talk.  

An outstanding student, Barr 
earned a master’s degree in English 
literature at Edinburgh University. 
She taught English for a year at an 
inner-city school in South London 
for children ages 11 through 16. 
“There were times that they took 
advantage of my deafness, as children 
will do,” Barr says. “But teaching is 
about creating a balance between 
a disciplined environment and 
ensuring that pupils are rewarded for 
working hard and being enthused 
about their subject—no easy feat 
with English these days.”

She read voraciously as a child, 
which inspired her to bring stories 
to life. “Acting was something I was 
involved in from a very young age. 
It helped me develop my speech and 
social rules of behavior,” says Barr, 
who studied acting both in and out 
of school. 

Barr’s Big Break
In the summer of 2009, a 

university friend who was working 
for a television production company 
asked Barr to audition for a deaf role 
in the project they were working on. 
To her surprise, she got the part. She 
played a deaf nurse in a 30-minute 
comedy pilot called “The Amazing 
Dermot” with Rhys Darby, of Flight 

of the Conchords fame. “I loved 
filming. I had the time of my life,” 
Barr says. “And it was really tough to 
turn my back on acting again and go 
back to school.”

The same friend contacted her a 
few weeks later saying that someone 
had asked for her details for another 
part. She received an email with the 
subject line: “BBC drama series, ‘The 
Silence.’ ” “My life changed forever,” 
Barr says.

Within two weeks of nabbing the 
role of Amelia Edwards, Barr was 

flown to Dublin to start filming. 
Her castmates included two stars 
from the movie “Notting Hill,” Gina 
McKee and Hugh Bonneville, and 
well-established BBC actors Dervla 
Kirwan and Douglas Henshall.

“My biggest challenge was taking 
on the responsibility of playing the 
lead role in a BBC drama series 
having never been a professional 
actor before,” says Barr. Her 
character, an 18-year-old girl who 
recently received cochlear implants 
(CI) and who is coming to terms 
with her newfound hearing abilities, 
witnesses a murder that her uncle, 
a police detective, subsequently 
investigates.

“Amelia faces immense challenges 
with her CI, and not only because 
the concept of sound is a completely 
new and bewildering experience 
for her,” says Barr. Amelia is under 
pressure from her parents to be more 
“hearing” and to lose the one method 
of communication she has always 
relied upon: sign language. She is 
also a typical rebellious teenager, who 
smokes on the sly and sneaks out to 
clubs with her hearing cousins.

Barr, who was 23 at the time 
of filming, had her own share of 
challenges on set. “Every day, I would 
wake up around 6 a.m. to be driven 
to the set, having learned my lines 
the night before,” she says. “Before 
we started each scene, we would run 
through it with the director [award-
winning director Dearbhla Walsh] 
before performing it in front of the 
crew. Once we’d done a million 
takes, the process would start again 
and I would get home at 10 p.m. to 
learn my lines all over again.”

Because her character used sign, 
Barr also had to rapidly learn to copy 
the signs used in the script. And 
since Amelia, the character, was also 
a CI wearer, there were times Barr 
(who does not have CIs) couldn’t 
wear her hearing aids on set. “I kept 
them in for rehearsals and took them 
out for filming,” she says. “It actually 
helped me focus amidst the chaos 
that working on a set brings.”

Her biggest acting challenge on 
“The Silence”? “Having to cry for 
the first time on screen was an 
intimidating experience for me—I 
wasn’t sure I would be able to cry on 
cue for hours!” Barr says.“However, 
getting through that really gave me 
the confidence in myself that I could 
do whatever came my way for the 
rest of the shooting period.”

Praise and Criticism
With cochlear implantation still 

a sensitive subject within the Deaf 

LIVING WITH HEARING LOSS

Barr plays an  
18-year-old girl who 

recently received 
cochlear implants and 
who is coming to terms 

with her newfound 
hearing abilities.
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community, it was inevitable that 
“The Silence” might garner some 
discussion from those who have the 
technology themselves, and from 
those who eschew it. Misperceptions 
about how CIs work—that Amelia 
still has to learn to hear despite being 
able to hear—are woven into the 
plot, along with Amelia’s adjustment 
to her CIs. Amelia clearly has a love/
hate relationship with her new CIs, 
enjoying conversation and flirting 
with young men, but turning them 
off during a boisterous birthday 
party and whenever she wants to 
“tune out.”

“I do hear from deaf people 
regarding my role in ‘The Silence,’” 
Barr says. “Most of the letters I 
received tended to be positive about 
my performance and about how 
delighted they were that the BBC 
commissioned a series that explored 

deafness so strongly.”
Any negative feedback she takes 

in stride. Some people posting on 
Deaf forums said Barr’s portrayal of a 
new CI wearer was often inaccurate. 
Others felt it was dead on. Says 
Barr, who knows CI wearers and 
did her own research for the role: 
“I feel that the awareness it brought 
to the mainstream audience of the 
deaf community and issues within 
it far surpassed any inaccuracy or 
controversy within the context of the 
story and filming.”

Since “The Silence” aired last 
March, Barr has been undergoing 
speech therapy to enable her to 
play more versatile roles, including 
hearing roles. And although she no 
longer teaches, she volunteers at one 
school and tutors several students in 
her spare time. She also works with 
an organization called Common 

Purpose, whose goal is to enroll 
more than 300 disabled students 
through a leadership course over the 
next three years.

Until the next big role comes her 
way, Barr, now 26, lives in London 
with a group of friends from college. 
A competitive athlete in her school 
days (she played lacrosse and 
rounders, a game similar to baseball), 
she has recently discovered women’s 
rugby. Not surprisingly, she loves 
movies, reading, writing—and, like 
her BBC character Amelia, going out 
on weekends with friends.

“Watch this space,” says Barr. Big 
things may be happening soon for 
this young actress. 

Amy Gross is a staff writer.

Clips of Barr starring in “The 
Silence” are available on YouTube.
com. Search “Genevieve Barr.”

LIVING WITH HEARING LOSS
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Kathy Buckley is a five-time American Comedy Award 
Nominee whose appearances have included “The Tonight 
Show,” “Good Morning America,” “The Today Show,” 
and “Entertainment Tonight.” An actress, author, and 
motivational speaker, she shares straight talk about how her 
refusal to be labeled has helped her wide-ranging career. 

Being known as “America’s First Hearing Impaired 
Comedian” has been an amazing journey for me. I am 
living a life that I could not have dreamed. Born with 
a hearing loss that was undetected until I was 8, I was 
placed in a school for the mentally retarded for two years 
before they found out it was just a hearing loss. And they 
call me slow? As a person with a hearing loss who uses 
spoken language, I have found it challenging as to where 
I fit in this world. Deaf-culture people see me as hearing 
because I use my voice rather than sign. Hearing people 
see me as deaf because I wear hearing aids and read lips.

People ask me all the time, what do you call yourself—
deaf, hard of hearing, hearing-impaired, what? I just say, 
“Call me Kathy.” I’m tired of being labeled.

In all of my traveling, I have met incredible people 
and learned of organizations that make a difference in 
the lives of children with hearing loss. My baby is No 
Limits, a nonprofit organization dedicated to meeting the 
auditory, speech, and language needs of deaf children and 
to enhancing their confidence through theatrical arts and 
individual therapy. We also provide family support and 
community awareness on the needs and talents of deaf 
children who are learning to speak.

Education is the key for our children. Today’s technology 
offers them a world with limitless opportunities. No Limits 
has kept up with that technology by providing speech 
therapy, parent education, and a literacy component to 

help the children succeed. I get such a thrill when I see 
the children in our program reading and writing with 
such confidence.

I myself missed out on attaining a quality education. By 
the time I was in 6th grade, I lost the use of my hearing 
aids because they were not made for my particular loss. 
It was painful. Today, hearing aids can be programmed 
to fit the individual’s hearing loss. How cool is that? I 
was 34 years old when someone took the time to explain 
my hearing test results to me and tell me that it was 
unrelated to my intellect. I always felt inadequate because 
I could never keep up with what was going on around 
me. Whether it was music, social events, or church (not 
that I need hearing aids to hear God), I struggled to be a 
part of this world, so I created my own world. And I do 
it with humor.

I am a person who speaks from the heart and challenges 
all people to find their own individuality and to embrace 
it wholeheartedly. Sharing the importance of true 
communication, the gift of choice, and eradicating labels 
and judgment through my life stories with humor has 
allowed me to welcome people into my world.

To learn more, go to www.kathybuckley.com and www.
kidswithnolimits.org.  
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By Kathy Buckley

A Woman
With No Limits
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Hearing aids, like cars, need 
regular maintenance to keep 

them operating at their best. While 
current models are durable, easy-to-
use, and reliable, they are still little 
machines that need care to provide 
peak performance. Plus, conditions 
inside the ear can damage them over 
time. Ears contain earwax, moisture, 
dead skin, and oil, which are all 
detrimental to hearing aids. Here are 
a few things you can do to keep your 
hearing aids running smoothly.  
•  Avoid getting your hearing aids 

dirty. Always make sure your fingers 
are dry and clean before handling 
them. The microphone inlet is only 
a few tenths of a millimeter wide 
and can easily become blocked.

•  Avoid banging or knocking your 
hearing aids. Insert and remove 
them over a soft surface, such as a 
bed or sofa.

•  Protect your hearing instruments 

from high levels of heat. Do not 
expose them to direct sunlight at 
home or in a parked car. Do not 
leave them near radiators.

•  Protect your hearing aids from 
dampness, which can damage the 
circuitry. Remove them from your 
ears before showering, bathing, or 
swimming. Do not leave them in 
the bathroom. Dry any perspiration 
inside and around your ears 
regularly. Store the hearing aids 
in a drying kit at night with the 
battery compartments open.

•  Always remove your hearing aids 
before using makeup or hair spray; 
their fine particles can easily block 
the microphone inlet.

•  Keep your hearing instruments 
out of the reach of children and 
pets. Dogs are attracted by the 
owner’s scent and can be irritated 
by the feedback (whistling) sound 
that many hearing aids produce 

when out of the ears. The result 
is often a chewed up hearing 
instrument. (Consult a veterinarian 
immediately if the battery is 
ingested by your pet.)
Just as you take your car to a 

mechanic for a preemptive oil 
change, hearing aids need to be 
regularly cleaned by a professional, 
even if they haven’t displayed any 
problems. All hearing aids need to 
be examined and cleaned every four 
to six months. Hearing aids that go 
behind the ear also need to have 
their soft-plastic tubing changed 
every four to six months because the 
tubing can harden and eventually 
crack. Prevention is key. 

Ross Cushing, Au.D., is the director of 
A&A Hearing Group, which has four 
offices in Maryland. Call 301-977-
6317 or  visit www.hearinmd.com for 
more information.

HEARING AIDS 101

The Proper Maintenance 
of Your Hearing Aids
By Ross Cushing, Au.D.
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PROBLEM: THE VOLUME DROPS.  

•  The battery is low. Replace or recharge it.

•  The sound outlet is blocked. Clean with a brush.

•  Change the cerumen (earwax) filter.

•  The microphone inlet is blocked. Consult your 
hearing healthcare professional.

PROBLEM: THE INSTRUMENT “WHISTLES” IN YOUR EAR.

•  The instrument is not correctly inserted. Try again.

• It is in the wrong ear. Swap it over.

•  The fit is too loose. Have it refitted.
PROBLEM: THE INSTRUMENT DOES NOT WORK.

•  The battery isn’t loaded.

•  The battery compartment is not closed.

•  The battery is dirty. Clean the battery surface.

•  The battery is dead. Replace it.
PROBLEM: THE INSTRUMENT SLIPS OUT OF YOUR EAR.

•  The ear canal is wet or dirty. Wipe the hearing 
instrument and your ear with a soft, dry cloth.

PROBLEM: THE INSTRUMENT HURTS YOUR EAR.

•   The instrument is not correctly positioned. 
Remove and reinsert it. 

PROBLEM: THE INSTRUMENT IS DIFFICULT TO INSERT.

•  Before inserting, rub a small amount of 
nonirritating, water-based lubricant along the 
opening to the ear canal. (Make sure none gets 
into the sound outlet or microphone inlet.)

Be sure to consult your hearing healthcare 
professional if these remedies don’t work.

Troubleshooting Common Problems
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QMy husband, who is 56, 
was a welder in the U.S. 
Air Force for 10 years. His 

shop was located in the hangar, 
so he was exposed to the noise of 
welding as well as plane engines. 
He was provided hearing muffs but 
unfortunately they did not fit under 
his welding helmet. He gradually 
lost 45 percent of his hearing in 
both ears and has tinnitus. Now he 
wears hearing aids. 

Where can I  get information 
about continued hearing loss 
from noise? Although my husband 
eventually took a desk job, 
stopping his noise exposure, his 
hearing loss continued.

A It is true that noise-
induced hearing loss 
(NIHL) stops  progressing 

when the noise exposure stops. 
If the loss worsens there are two 
possibilities. It could be aging of 
the ear. Or it could be some other 
cause for the hearing loss such as 
genetics or another source of toxicity. 
Please consult an ear physician to 
determine which of these possibilities 
applies in your husband’s case. (As a 
public resource for information about 
hearing loss, DRF is not able to offer 
medical advice.) 

DRF partners with the National 
Institute on Deafness and Other 
Communication Disorders on 
campaigns to draw awareness to 
NIHL, its diagnosis, causes, and 
treatments. For more information, 
please visit the DRF website at www.
drf.org and the NIDCD’s website at 
www.nidcd.nih.gov.

Q I experienced sudden 
hearing loss and have 
severe loss in my left ear. 

I have been on the medications 
Prednisone and Valtrex since the 
onset, with no improvement. Please 

advise as to the gold standard 
treatment for sensorineural hearing 
loss. Also, I would be interested 
in any research pertinent to my 
situation. 

A The treatment you outline 
is standard. Intratympanic 
steroids that are injected 

through the eardrum may be used 
by many ear doctors if there is no 
recovery after 30 days. Overall only 
about a third of people experience 
complete restoration of hearing, one 
third experience improvement, and 
one third have no recovery. Please 
refer to the DRF website (www.drf.
org) and search “sudden deafness” 
for more information, including 
ongoing DRF-funded research on 
the topic. There are many excellent 
researchers who are currently doing 
work in this area.

Q I’m 60 years old and on 
disability. I have 33 percent 
hearing in my left ear, and 

0 percent in my right ear. Is there 
any way for me to hear better? I 
just got a new hearing aid and it’s 
turned up the whole way to hear 
in the left ear but I still can’t hear 
well. I should also add that at age 6 
I had the flu and pneumonia. 

A            Many people with poor 
hearing are helped with a 
cochlear implant. To see if 

you are a candidate, please contact 
a medical center that has an implant 
service—nowadays most centers 
do. Also see the Hearing Health 
story, “An End to Isolation,” about 
cochlear implantation in the elderly. 
It appeared in the Winter 2011 issue 
and is available online at www.drf.
org/magazine. 

ASK THE DOCTOR

if you have a question 
for drf ’s medical 
advisers, please email 
it to info@drf.org. 
published letters are 
anonymous and may 
be edited for length 
and clarity.

Ask the Doctor

}{
Ask the Doctor is answered by a member of Deafness Research 

Foundation’s Centurion professional organization, made up  
of otolaryngologists and other hearing healthcare professionals. 

Since 1963 the Centurions have supported DRF’s mission.

George A. Gates, M.D., the 
Medical Director of Deafness 
Research Foundation,  
is Emeritus Professor of 
Otolaryngology-Head and Neck 
Surgery at the University of 
Washington School of Medicine.
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www.thebalancingact .com

The Balancing Act has teamed up with The Deafness Research Foundation and Hearing 
Health Magazine with one goal in mind: to provide hearing health education through educational 
entertainment, every Tuesday starting at 7 a.m. ET/PT on The Balancing Act, the daily morning 
talk show on The Lifetime Television Network. The ‘Hearing Health Awareness Series’ kicks 
off in April 2011… stay tuned!
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MARKETPLACE

The mission of ANA is to inform, educate, and 
provide national and local support networks 
for those affected by acoustic neuromas, and 
to be an essential resource for healthcare 
professionals who treat acoustic neuroma 
patients. 

www.anausa.org
770.205.8211 

p. 24

Knowledgeable, caring staff committed 
to helping you find the right products 
and services to communicate freely and 
effectively without barriers. Assisted listening 
devices, hearing aid supplies, books, DVDs, 
and gifts available online or by phone.

www.adcohearing.com
800.726.0851 or 303.794.3928 

p. 42

Since 1971, ATA has helped tinnitus patients 
understand and manage the “ringing in their 
ears.” ATA also funds research, provides 
information, and advocates for public policies 
that support its mission of curing tinnitus. 

www.ata.org
800.634.8978 or 503.248.9985 

p. 42

The products from Bellman & Symfon have 
been developed together with international 
expertise and users, all with the ambition of 
offering users the absolutely finest hearing 
solutions for everyday life!

www.bellman.com
info@bellman.se

p. 2

www.clearsounds.com
800.965.9043

p. 17

ClearSounds is the leading manufacturer 
of assistive listening devices for individuals 
experiencing hearing loss. Our new product 
line includes amplified telephones, personal 
listening systems, wireless TV headsets, and 
more. 

Cochlear™

At Cochlear, we strive to connect your life 
to a world full of sound. We’re committed 
to delivering revolutionary cochlear implant 
and bone-anchored hearing technologies to 
help you enjoy, connect to, and interact with 
a world of sound.

www.cochlearamericas.com
800.523.5798 

p. 51

www.gearforears.com
888.766.1838

p. 32

Ear Gear is a water-resistant, spandex-nylon 
sleeve that protects hearing instruments from 
dirt, sweat, moisture, and loss. Guaranteed 
for one year and available in eight colors, Ear 
Gear protects at work and play, indoors and 
outdoors.

www.eartech.com
800.327.8547 or info@eartech.com

p. 33

Ear Technology Corporation’s hallmark 
is innovation with a purpose and with 
uncompromising quality. Our history is made 
up of practical, real-world solutions to unmet 
needs in the hearing healthcare industry. Our 
future is bright: helping people hear better 
every day.

www.drf.org
info@drf.org 

866.454.3924

Deafness Research Foundation’s mission is 
to attain a lifetime of healthy hearing and 
balance through quality research, education, 
and advocacy. DRF is proud to be the leading 
national source of private funding for basic 
and clinical research in hearing and balance 
science. 

Dedicated to Healthy Hearing
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ESP (Electronic Shooters Protection) of 
America offers a variety of custom shooting 
hearing protection, shooting ear plugs, and 
electronic hearing protection along with 
several other hearing protection devices.

www.espamerica.com
800.767.7791 or esp@usa.net 

p. 24

www.ever-dry.com
800.310.6011

p. 16

Keep sound quality at its best and prevent 
moisture damage. The Ever-Dry Hearing 
Aid Dryer is maintenance-free and 
self-regenerating. No microwaving, no 
replacement bricks to buy, and no direct 
heat. Convenient, pocket size, easy to use.

www.hamiltoncaptel.com
888.514.7933

p. 29

You no longer need to miss out on what 
was said during a telephone call. Visit 
www.hamiltoncaptel.com to learn about a 
free service that provides captions for your 
telephone conversations.

www.harriscomm.com
800.825.6758

p. 11

Harris Communications is the one-stop shop 
for deaf and hard-of-hearing people and 
carries a full line of assistive devices. Free 
catalog available.

Hearing-Aid.com is the online source for 
hearing health in partnership with the 
National Council for Better Hearing. Use it 
to evaluate hearing aids, find discounts and 
useful tools, help friends with hearing loss, 
and more.

www.hearing-aid.com
888.461.9332 

p. 7

www.hearusa.com/aarp
800.203.7048

p. 4

Meet HearUSA Hearing Care Network, an 
experienced team of hearing healthcare 
professionals. Learn how you can live 
happier, healthier, and more securely. With 
better hearing, rediscover your family, your 
friends, and your independence. Call today!

www.jodivac.com
866.856.5634

p. 28

“Jodi-Vac has been producing hearing 
aid vacuum cleaners since 1999. As the 
owner of Jodi-Vac and a hearing aid repair 
technician for 15 years, I firmly believe that 
daily hearing aid vacuuming will keep your 
hearing aids free of wax.” – John Maidhof, 
owner, Jodi-Vac.

www.thebalancingact.com
p. 46

The Balancing Act on Lifetime Television and 
Deafness Research Foundation have created 
the “Healthy Hearing Awareness” series, 
providing education for hearing loss causes, 
treatments, and prevention.

Tune in starting April 2011

TELEVISION

airing on

www.noisyplanet.nidcd.nih.gov
800.241.1044

Too much noise can harm your child’s hearing. 
Learn more about noise-induced hearing loss 
and how to prevent it. Deafness Research 
Foundation has joined the National Institute 
on Deafness and Other Communication 
Disorders and other organizations to help 
spread the Noisy Planet message.
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www.loopum.com
760.636.1434

p. 28

The Loopum or Loseum connectors attach to 
your hearing aids and eyeglasses, preventing 
the loss of hearing aids. Each package 
contains six Loopum connectors in three 
different sizes for only $9.95.

www.siprelay.com
866.756.6729

p. 25

SIPRelay is a free service provided by 
Sorenson Communications, which enables 
deaf and hard-of-hearing individuals to place 
text-based relay calls from a PC or mobile 
device to any hearing individual in the United 
States who uses a standard telephone.

www.medel.com
 888.MEDEL.CI (888.633.3524)

p. 52

By advancing the field of hearing implant 
technology, MED-EL’s people and products 
connect individuals around the globe to the 
rich world of sound.

www.sonici.com
888.423.7834
pp. 36-37

Sonic Innovations is a global provider of 
superior hearing solutions. We are passionate 
about quality, technology, and improving 
lives through enhanced hearing. We are 
dedicated to the growth and success of our 
hearing healthcare partners.

www.oticonusa.com/children 
p. 13

Oticon Pediatrics is dedicated to helping 
children with hearing problems achieve 
their full potential by delivering child-friendly 
solutions and services to children, families, 
and professionals.

www.soundaid.com
800.525.7936

p. 32

SoundAid Hearing Aid Warranties is a direct-
to-consumer hearing aid warranty company 
offering loss, damage, and/or component 
failure coverage on all makes and models of 
hearing aids and tinnitus devices.

www.soundclarity.com
888.477.2995

p. 11

Sound Clarity Inc. offers a complete line of 
assistive devices for people with hearing 
loss, including amplified telephones, personal 
amplifiers, hearing aid batteries and supplies, 
and much more.

www.sprintcaptel.com
p. 10

Do you shy away from the phone because 
you can’t understand people? With Sprint 
CapTel you can read captions of your calls 
while you speak and listen to your caller! 
Visit our website to learn more!

www.drf.org 
866.454.3924 

advertising@drf.org

Your logo and information—about your 
company or organization, products or 
services—could be here. Hearing Health 
advertisers are featured in Marketplace at 
no additional charge. For more information, 
email advertising@drf.org or call 
866.454.3924.

PICTURE YOUR
LOGO HERE
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MEET THE RESEARCHER

For a longer version of this interview with Soyoun Cho, please see www.drf.org/magazine.

BIO 
Soyoun Cho received her Ph.D. in neuroscience from 
the University of Pittsburgh in 2007. Since beginning her 
postdoctoral training, she has been working as a fellow at 
the Vollum Institute at Oregon Health & Science University 
in Portland, Ore. She is a 2010 DRF grant recipient. 
 

IN HER WORDS 
I am studying the auditory hair cell synapse, the first 
synapse of the auditory system. This synapse consists of 
components from a hair cell and an auditory nerve fiber, 
one of many nerve fibers that eventually transfers sound 
information to the brain. 

Although many steps are involved in this process, 
sound information is basically converted into spikes, or 
electrical signals, through this synapse. These electrical 
signals are transmitted along the auditory nerve into the 
brain. I am interested in this fundamental process: How 
does it work, and how does it manage lifelong stimulation 
continuously and accurately? I have been working on this 
project since 2007.

My study of how auditory information is converted 
and delivered to the brain—and then is interpreted as 
“sound”—is important for solving clinical problems of 
hearing. To hear a sound correctly, the volume, duration, 
and frequency of sound information must be delivered to 
auditory nerves very precisely at this first synapse of the 
auditory system. If this synapse does not function properly, 
we do not hear accurately. 

For example, a cochlear implant restores some 
hearing by directly stimulating auditory nerve fibers with 
electrodes. But the methods used to stimulate the auditory 
fibers in response to the sound signal are limited by current 
knowledge of the hair cell synapse. The fundamental 
studies of synaptic transmission at hair cell synapses that I 
am doing will provide guidance for creating more realistic 
stimulation programs, leading to improved cochlear 
implant performance.

I was born in Seoul, South Korea. Some members 
of my family work in academia but studied sociology, so 
I’m the only scientist. As a child, my favorite subjects were 
math and physics. I wanted to spend more time on them 
instead of studying other subjects. 

Back then, everything felt simple and clear. All of the 
textbook questions always had definite answers. But it 
didn’t take me long to realize that as we study things more 
deeply, simple, clear answers are very rare.

I did not specifically want to become “a scientist” 
when I was a kid. At some point, I wanted to become a 
pharmacist or a medical doctor because I thought that I 
could help sick people. 

I graduated from Seoul National University and my 
undergraduate major was pharmacology. After I became a 
pharmacist, I became more  interested in the basics: Why 
do people feel pain, and how and why do medicines work? 
This led me to study neuroscience.

I like to watch movies, read, and listen to music. I also 
play the piano to relax. I live in Portland and there are lots 
of places nearby that are good for just taking long walks 
and getting outside. Portland is a great fit for me. 

I like to travel but I have realized that I prefer short trips. 
Experiencing a new place is always exciting, but I like 
feeling that I can finally relax after returning to my home.

—Andrea Delbanco, Senior Editor
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Soyoun Cho, Ph.D.
Vollum Institute, Oregon Health & Science University



My hearing was restored with  
a cochlear implant!
9 out of 10 ear doctors choose 
Cochlear over any other brand1 

My hearing aids were no longer enough and I was desperate for a solution…

“At first I wore hearing aids,  
but eventually they were no longer 

enough. Guided by my Audiologist, 
I decided it was time for  

a cochlear implant!” 
suzanne l. –  

Cochlear Nucleus Implant User

Learn why Cochlear should be your first 
choice. Visit www.CochlearAmericas.com/
HearingHealthMagazine to learn more and 
request your FREE packet of information. 
Don’t suffer in silence.

You should talk to your physician about who is a candidate for cochlear implantation, the associated risks and benefits, and CDC 
recommendations for vaccination. Cochlear implantation is a surgical procedure, and carries with it the risks typical for surgery. For 
additional information please refer to the Nucleus Package Insert (available at www.CochlearAmericas.com/NucleusIndications).

Cochlear, Nucleus and the elliptical logo are trademarks of Cochlear Limited.

References: 

1. Based on Cochlear surgeons’ preference survey: Internal reliability preferences. Data on file. June 2009.
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happiest

MAESTRO™ COCHLEAR IMPLANT SYSTEM 

TOLL FREE (888) MEDEL-CI (633-3524)  ::  www.medel.com

How will you describe your  
new cochlear implant?

You deserve the best in today’s hearing technology.  
Studies1 show that for cochlear implant users everywhere, the 
best means MAESTRO.™ It features the world’s thinnest and 
lightest audio processor – packed with real-world features and 
technology to optimize your hearing in all kinds of environments. 
Not surprisingly, the MAESTRO cochlear implant system is from 
MED-EL – the industry innovator for decades.

If you suffer from severe to profound hearing loss, or  
your hearing aid isn’t making a significant difference,  
we’d love to hear from you. Contact us at 888-633-3524  
for more information or visit medel.com.

1 Haumann et al., 8th International Conference of the European Society of Paediatric Otorhinolaryngology, Budapest, 8–11 June 2008 and Brough et al., British Cochlear Implant Group Annual Conference, Cambridge, 22–23 June 2009 


